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MAKE CISTERNS

NOW.

out the soap tlms formed by some sort
SUN AND SHADOW
good enough for me. Lot me give you a few
ilii- four groat elements into which tho ; ing: jotting
more oyster*.”
of moving, boiling, rinsing. &e., is all.
■it- divided nil material thing*—earth, air, tire
,V« I look from the isle, o’er its billows of green,
Ainscourt looked sharply at his wife. Was
Now in tlu usual guessing, hap-hazard, way of To the billows of fo:im-creste<l blue.
water—it is hard to say which of them renders j
she really in earnest, or was there a mocking
Von bark, that afar in the distance is seen,
Water certainh making the common soft soap, it will be better than 1
r. atest service to the world,
Half dreaming my eyes will pursue;
undercurrent ol'satire in her tone? But he
but not one time in twentj will the taliid !*'■ a> illy spared as any of them. Hence to i nothing:
Now dark in the shadow, she scatters the spray
could not decide, so artless was her counteif
too
low
to
the
alkali:
he
of
the
in
the
stroke
As
the
chaff
rightly
proportioned
and
so
a
flail,
of
useful
good supply
j
thing always
nance.
she flies on her way,
Hand Is otie of tho greatest blessings to the Hindi tallow, still more grease is added to the Now white as the sea-gullon her sail.
“I'll talk to her about it sometime,” was
The sun gleaming bright
still
and
“the
dirt"
stiek
lothe-.,
harder,
making
e
hold.
his internal decision.
to
is
of
Vet
her
shun,—
dangers
pilot thinking
this t ea-on it is painful to observe how many harder the labor to remove it: if too much alkali,
(
when dinner
“Daisy,” he said,
Of breakers that whiten and roar;
“the dirt" comes out,—that i>. the clothes grease is
was over, “I’ve asked old Mrs. Barberry to
iug*. belli for man and beast, are sadly deliHow little he cares if in shadow or sun
and
the
eunwrted
into
both
the.
hands
hut
soap,
come and spend the day with you to-morrow.”
in this prime necessity oflife.
They see him who gaze from the shore!
He looks up to the beacon that looms from the reef,
cloth til»er> suffer from the surplus alkali.
“Oh, have you ? I’m sorry, for I am engagne rly. if a spring of water existed anywhere
i To the rock that is under his lee,
ed out to-morrow.”
.Many families having the materials—and then it As he drifts on the blast, like a wind-wafted leaf,
in a fourth of a mile of the house and barn, that
be cheaper and better perhaps to use them on i o'er the
“You! Where?”
-uiii>n hi.
summer md winter, storm and might
gulfs of the desolate sea.
better articles,—will
| “Oh, at Delmonieo’s. I've joined a wun-him-, ihither the inhabitants of both went for the held or garden and buy
Thus drifting afar to the dim-vaulted cat es
continue to make and use these imperfect soaps; Where life and its ventures are laid,
i man’s rights club, and we meet there, to or^
Mipph and if the woes of the women and
all who purchase it, it will save something The dreamers who gaze while ttc battle the waves ! ganize.”
but
Ibr
11. Id re 11 who usual 1) did, and do. about all that
“The deuce hike woman’s rights ! qjaculatin the ib st cost and half—some say two-thirds—in the May sec us in sunshine or shade;
r|
iniririii
Yet true to our course, though our shadows grow ! ed the irate husband.
glter age, could be written,
labor of washing, to gel soap that has been made on |
i\
fora good-sized
dark.
m\\ H e.aild furnish enough
“Of course I don't believe in them, but it's
correct chemical principles—the proper combining, We’ll trim our broad sail as before,
’•ran
the fashion to belong to a club, and such a
And stand by the rudder that governs the bark.
w it h good materials, of the oil and alkali principles.
tin*
ol
\ nd w li« n \\ ll< come to take
j*l:i*«
springs.
nice jdaec to go evenings. I am dull here
Nor a-k how we look from the shore!
We have taken much pains to ascertain the best
rule in locating them usually wu**, not convenI evenings, Herbert.”
kinds in the market, and several housekeepers
so as to save labor, but where
i-.
m the
but he
Herbert’s heart smote
\MM'iiii'
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dwelling

li-ha/.* i rod

pointed,

whose opinions are gold in such mallets, direct us
tu s;i\ that nothing they have ever used comes so
The American Peernear a really good tiding as

easy digging niigbt
\ud to any humane person it b >ad to
i-umd.
w In lv. in ru’ :d «li-tri**t>. these women and
u—oimtimes intinn in In alth—still lugging
it<

a

it.!

•■dug

in:

\

it

or

tlii*- wn'or business,

as

"hi |• ].-1•

of yon*.

is good cisterns,—costing very little
a\ .-rage of good Wells; and one of

<

tin

hall

.r«

i' worth a do/t-n of the latter,—beeuu*>e
at. r. and 111• coming right into the sink
il
it ought to be.
\\!> it * w Main-’..
There an* about four
hi', iid* hiiisr: wooden. >ii)iie, t-i»iii)tosite and brick.
I h- wooden doe- .a \
well, but i' inferior ill
t•.mi* r
.it-

w

propertie-. and
ilavor to the

:d

in

aler. t«»

w

."iving good 1 emperal*if*!
the others.

j

heap, g.l-la\ ingstone
d do—Weli laid ill good waier-celiioilt,
lleiit and tin- rlu ape-t of all.
ite i> made of cement, and
t I-,
.i:i..

i-

ex-

coarse

in a mould, as you would lead or pla*-V\
lia\. hail one in use in our cellar for JIO
and want nothing hettir; holds ten hog—
run

and is

never dry. except when allow ed to get
leaning-out purpose:—-once a year. Being

1■••r

THE

below the cellar surface, the water is cold
enough in the hottest weather, without
perteetly "ft. a lid good as t he best.
•),** and .-ement: this is the best kind for places
I tofro-t. h ing the easiest arehed. Aswe

pure

and give productive energy to the soil. Took at ject—”
of tlii- kind, also, for stable purposes, a
some facts.
“Object? I’d like to hear her try it.”
of it will answer for the whole elass. It
“Now. look here, Ainseourt, your wife may
All soils are fertile in exact proportion as they
nider a carriage-house where i( i- about as ..Id
contain plant-food: those things which make plants be a model wife, but you certainly are not a
a t-door*>.
A circular hole \va> dug so deep amodel husband. People are beginning to
And this plant-food, in whatever form it
grow
e
the top of tlie cistern ju>t even with the i
talk about the way you neglect that pretty
exists in the soil,—whether naturally, or applied as
•iMi-!.
It w as web built, solid against the earth*
little blue-eyed girl.”
all take the liquid form before a
I burnt bricks and good eement: arched over dressing,—must
“I’ll thank people to mind their own busof it can be absorbed by, and go to nourish,
iness. Neglect, her, indeed ! Why, man, 1
leave an opening at the top the size of a particle
structures. Now tin* certain etfeet of con- love her as I love
plan!
A small
for a passage into and out of it.
my own soul.”
wet seasons, such as the last two or three
“Then, why don’t you treat her as if you
111st below the top was made to carry oil' stantly
have been, would be to wash this plant-food down did ?”
Around the mouth of the cistern a
us water.
far below the read* of vegetable things; so that
“Oil, conn', I’orteross, that question just
>.k ii lb—.tone would he better—was mad -.like
barrenness and w oe far greater than that deplored in shows what a
regular old bachelor you arc.
eiirl*. I’lie eurh is tightly planked over, with
drouths would ensue. Hut hi drouths a reverse or- It won't do to make too much of your wile,
in the cover just large enough for tin- pump,
der of things obtain ; on the principle of capillary unless you want to spoil her.”
l-.i a u ntilatiug tube four imho- -.glare in tin*
Mr. i’orleross shook his head.
attraction, tlie w atei from below ascends through
in i as high as the pump above the covering.
“That, sounds selfish. 1 don't like the ring
(he porous -dl in the surface, a> oil ascends in the
nk of loose ground \- tilled in again-t the curb
wick
bringing up those fertilizing matters, other- of that metal.”
\Pnd- sonic further out from i! than the < i>And he went away, leaving Ainseourt to
w be lost to vegetation, to make the earth fruitful,
in does.
linish his game of billiards at leisure.
and the hearts of all animals to rejoice.
All Ih.m precautions against frost arc m-.-cssan
“What a regular old fuss-lmdgor Porteross
In support ot this view it may always he noticed
i’li. :.ra\ <1 i- vastly better
iir.
■‘.nation-.
is,” laughed the latter. “Always poking his
that
after
a succession of rainy seasons poor crops
.iiiiii.iii .-artli: as. 1 *«*inmore porous. it is a
nose into
somebody else’s business. There’s
follow, and good ones after a great drouth. Tims
one comfort —I never pay any attention to
i.*r.»l Ii<m‘ uni w ill protect against
11. .. a
I he nniisuall) dry slimmer of lSbl was followed by
what he says.”
a i.
ni
a- wa ll a
-olid <-arlh materials.
-<verai vt\ fruitful seasons, the extra rains of
Meanwhile Mrs. Ainseourt was sitting alone
i
llial willi a plenty of
Mir
-i/i
\p. ini'
which, having washed down the plant-food too far, in her
I.
irf.a
oil. : writ- 1.
istern of 10 lfhds.
drawing-room, her two little white
make
tin
a
rather lean year,—as the dryness of hands
mti
:i
'i
:i 11.• r>*■ :iik<i e■ \ \
and probably two
tightly locked in one another, and her
this will make succeeding ones productive and fat. fair head slightly drooping—a delicate little
11 ! "T three Hints, additional for each added
Two or three other facts show the same
thing: apple-blossom of a woman, with blue, wistful
r h. ad of neat sp ,,-k will be mi pie except in
< liltivat-.r- «>f the -,,i 1 know that in
dry times stir- eyes and curl y flaxen hair, looking more like
.li \ time-.
ring the -oil well, nficl* plants are well rooted, is ; a grown-up child than a wife of twenty-one
!r l.e-! I I.M I i- now: partly l.eeall-elf it i to
summers.
about equal to rains—far better than artilieial
umlmgroMini—-and no others should In* laiilt
“Oh!” sighed Daisy. “It is so dull here, d
tering: this keeping the surface light and porous tor i
I
/ilia i- loin—it -It mi 1.1 l»e l>ui it in a dr\
wish Herbert would come home, lie never
tin ascent of the w ater from below'. Another
proot
»•
it water leak- in hcforplhc cement is hard
time with me now-a-days, and 1
is t hat if in the driest of times you lay a hoard, a rug spends any
.I. -tit impossible to make iIn in tight: for the
practice all his favorite songs, and read the
or my iion-eoinhieting thing on ever so
soil, in I
dry
n al-o that all dela> is both a burden ami a io>s
newspaper, so I can talk about the things lie’s
a short time the under surface of the things will he
interested in, and try so hard to be entertain'■•perty. For we kimw many a homestead moi-t;
that
the
watercame from the earth
showing
ing. It's very strange.”
a i■ Simileh
b h»st
very year in manure ami and was arrested
by the thing'. This explains what
And then her oval face brightened into
'pi fodder to l.nild a good < istern, in tin stock
mulching—u much recommended for young trees, sudden brilliance, and the sparkles slide iniin- ibout in cold weather.—tlny ohl and the
,V< ..—is for: to arrest this upward raining in dry
to her eyes; for the qfiick ear had detected
•i-. of which practice making a demand for at
times, and retain the water among the roots, it her husband’s footsteps,on the stairs.
The
I
per cent, mole lied. These Ollt-doOl’ eis- show also one of the
great benelits of under drain- next moment he came in.
ale of eoltrse intended for those somewhat
“Well, pet, how are you?” with a playful
ing. as we showed in an article on that subject some
111 id formations where wells,
except at too great months ago,—logoi the sour, stagnant water out of pinch on her cheek. “There are some l>nn-/to>is
ainmt he had.
Where are my light gloves?”
the soil that the water below may come lip loaded for you.
fiii'iit ei-terns are otten useless because the)
“() Herbert you are not going tnvay again?"
with fertilizing materials.
onl are \er> har.l to mend: and if any are
“1 must Daisy. There are some fellows
NATURAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRY.
d w it h mh. our experience may be of value
going to drive to High liridge, and I'm one
You can go over to my mo.in.
For very few are tight at first; some litL:i-t \v k cheini-try was defined to Ik* 1 lint of the party.
which toadies 11*>\v to combine the simple ther’s for dinner, or send for one of your
iilit, or -oinetliiilg, loosens tin* eeUieUt.and lets
on.
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»id water out and the bad in. lienee many
In* water of their cisterns is “hard.'*
..ui plain lb at
V. In n after miieli trouble \ on have found the leak
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e-M, to
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still,

experience with the two spoken of.
little thinking stopped all the leaking.
our

a

la

\\ in

water however pure is in contact for some
with any substance, a slinij coating forms over
.hi the cement will no more stick to those

m

a stamp will to a greased paper,
person's promises p, him. So we
1 that cut! ing with a cold chisel into ami around
dx.s places, ami deep enough to got a perfectly
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-nrla.

slippi

a
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than
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and fresh surface, made the cement stick as
m w : amt have had no leaks in our cisterns
ad lmm* of that sort in our pockets—for many

SOAPS
I

WASHING

AN EXCELLENT WAY.

w thing' are mere useful or more
necessary in
i.imilv than washing; tew that bring a greater
a. week after week,
never to cease while the
1 endure.-, on human strength and energies,
I it we wen discussing “Woman’s nights’’
hi' h .O'- now stirring the foundations of the world
aid -cmetime we intend to put in our word on
■

• iat

great -ulijeet—our voire should liiM he raised
m ind for women the right of some easier and
:i|m• r way of washing than heretofore,

!■
1

the Patent Ollier shows countless iustruand devices, all promising for a few dollars
make the washing business more a pastime than
'•m- hut ill, and around, most houses we see
in*■!■auis of'those machines idle and
rolling, like
nd' d ships on a dangerous coast,—all
lie

nis

proving

the right thing has not yet come.
t it mechanics have failed to promote Woman’s
''-■•its. the science of chemistry has
come, and is
a

-"dig more and more, to the aid of women, hy
paring soaps which, while they do not in in rc
lcth(-s.
a

as some

others do. roll labor of half its

odship.

Maying

and washing soiled clothes are
prein principal,—both are chemical
When mineral substances called alka.'hieth pota'h, lime aiul soda,—unite with
IIiing Of a fatty nature, as tallow, oil, Are., a
to ini«-aI compound called >oap iformed. Soiled
l\

soap

the

sain,

■

■

'"til'

s,

as

hy wearing, and in various ways, he-

charged

lm

icidcrcd

a

with this grease principle; may Ik*
dish of tallow linely divided: lienee

"
true thing in washing them would he to add the
!"i;is|i, lime or soda, w hich, uniting w ith the tal>'

>»fthe clothes
"lues

"ilv.

as it did with that of the
soap,
soap like the oilier, and so washes out
Hut as these substances would he too eatis-

and harsh for both the cloth and the hands, the
ee
principle i- added in the soap ease to make
•h« m milder.
1

VV ashing, therefore, consists in
adding to the
'••the-, just so much potash or soda—these are the
•mlic|es used in all soaps—in a mild form as. unilmy with the grease in the clothes, will convert it
1

"up.

In thi

way clothes do their own wash-

him,

WORLD.
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WIFE IN

“The best wife in the world ?" said Ilcrliert Ainscourt.
less A\ a hing Soap," manufactured by ('. Pavis,
j “Ol- course—I dare say,” responded Mr.
Boston: washing all sorts of clothes with small la- l’ortcross.
“Hut what’s your oxael idea of
;
bor, giv ing them a nice clean look, doing to the | the best wife in the world !
Jones says he’s
hands le>s injury than most soaps, and costing about !i
the best wife in the world, because she
got
After a thorough
one cent a week to each person.
keeps his stockings darned, takes hint to
trial "l it for -i\ months, our family fully concur in church three times of a Sunday, and never
1 « i' sale by all grocers, in pound
the statement.
lets hint have an idea of his own. Jenkins
liars, wiih full directions for using w ith each.
says lie’s got the same identical article, but
Jenkins’ wife keeps all the money, draws his
DROUTHS A GREAT BENEFIT.
salary for him, and makes him live in the
N-tw win n nil nature seems tin and dusty, when ; back kitchen because the
parlor is loo good
fountains and streams diminish or cease their lifc- for the family to use.”
“Oh! but Daisy isn’t a bit ogreish—a litixi\■ iiiir waters, and the red eye of day seems weeping over some desolation.—we hear it said on all tle submissive, soft-voiced thing that hasn't
'ides, “what a terrible thing is drouth"; and many an idea except what is reflected from me. I
tell you what, old fellow. I'm the master of
el'Tgynien. more pious than w be. personally enown house; 1 come when I please, and
treat, and often invoke, through publie prayer and my
when 1 please. Daisy never ventures on
fa-ting, that “God would stay the scourge—the j go
a word of reproach.”
drouth—with whieh he b punishing a sin-eursed j
“Then you ought to be ashamed of yourworld.” Never was there a more needless comself, larking around at the clubs as you do,
plaint ; never a charge against the Almighty more
dissipated-bachelor fashion.”
abusive and sinful in the making of, or would be if
“Ashamed ! what of?”
the sin ol ignorance" was not one to be
wink“Why, I suppose you owe some duties to
ed at."
your wife ?”
Drouths, on the contrary, are highly bonolieial;
“Where’s the harm ?
My wife doesn’t
are one «»f the great means the all-wise and beneficare.”
j
cent Creator employs,-—not “to punish sinful man,"
“Probably you think so because she is |!
but to do him the highc-t good,—to restore fertility quiet and submissive; but if she were to ob-

what ivtiy dwelling house and stable want,
h<\ ha v<- already abundant good water in

,w

THE BEST

!<

form compounds bodies, and how
I'f'oK" the>e compounds bodies back to their
Ample element.-. ii i the science, therefore, 1h:it
h;i i«t tlo with th'' composition and
decomposition

•

uit-ii!

mi

as

to

friends,

or

something.

There,

good-bye,

puss, I’m in a deuce of a hurry.
And with one careless kiss pressed on the
quivering damask rose of a month that was
lifted up to him, he was gone.
Daisy Ainseourt neither wonljto her mothA11 el. nieiit. or elementary sub.-tanoe or
tiling, is er-in-law, nor sent for one of her
girl-friends.
•iie that cannot In* reduced to
anything more* sim- She
spent the evening alone, pondering on
in
hook
i~
a
language.—a
of
ple:—a^
compounds
the shadow which was fast overgrowing her
many tiling**—chapters, sentences, A:e.; chapters life.
and 'fill.mi
are al-o eompoumls of many
“What shall I <lo?” thought the liulo timthings?
a- word-: words.are compounds of simple
letters; id shrinking •wife. “Oh, what shall I do?’4’
Ihcse last are the simple elements of language, hclint, child as she was. Daisy had a strong
he reduced hack to anything resolute woman’s heart within her, nor was
eaiise tin y cannot
she long in coining to a decision,
more simple.
So with material objects; most things, as plants,
“Daisy," said her husband to her the next
day, “you haven’t any objection to my attenmineral substances, An
are compounds of many
the Orion Hal Masque ?"
things, and these compounds, traced hack and hack ding
“Are masked balls nice places, Herbert.?.”
like tin* hook, end at last in things which cannot he
“O yes, everybody goes! only 1 thought
made more simple and which are called simple eleI'd pay you the compliment of asking whether
ments, or elementary substances. And the number
or not.”
of those—the letters or alphabet of material creation you disapprove
“Can I go with you ?”
—which chemistry has failed to reduce to anything
“Well—ahem—not very well, this time,
more simple, is about 00; so that thea-b-c.\s which
You see, Mrs. Fenchuroh really hintDaisy.
make up our world are a little more than double ed so
for me to take her, that 1
strongly
the number that make our language. Some of these couldn’t
help it.”
elementary substances will be considered next week.
“Very well,” assented Daisy, meekly, and
Herbert repeated within himself the p;ean of
SUMMER RECREATIONS.
praises he had chanted in Air. Portcross’ears:
Tin mechanic :imi those who ure on their feet :i "The best little wife in the world!”
great ileal, need not go oil tishing exetir.siotis, or,
Hut, notwithstanding all this, Mr. Ainseourt
hunt ing. or boatings. or cricket plays, or base hulls;
was not
exactly pleased, when, at the selfthey need lnuseular rest; they should sleep at night]
ami lie ahout in the day lime under the trees, on the same 15al Masque, during the gay period of
grass, looking tip into the sky. with several news- unmasking he saw his wife’s innocent face
papers or other covering under them, to keep out crowning the
picturesque costume of a 15athe dampness from their bodies, eating regularly of
varian peasant girl.
plain food, with nothing between; with leisure,
“Hallo!” he ejaculated, rather ungraciouswalking in the woods, beside the streams and along
the road-ways; and when they get home in the ly, “you here!”
autumn, they should at first work leisurely, until
“Yes,” lisped Daisy, with a girlish smile.
the new-made particles of flesh and bone gradually “You said
everybody went! And oh, Herharden and become adapted to severe labor.
isn’t it nice?"
'I’lie student, the clerk, the book-keeper, the pro- bert,
Mr. Ainseourt said nothing more, lm( Mrs.
fessional man. and all who hate sedentary occupations. should hie to the mountains, enter no human l’onchureh found him a very stupid
compandwelling day or night, but camp out and “rough ion for the remainder of the evening.
it" fora month; this continuous exposure to outlie was late at dinner the next
day; but,
door air, in hunting and fishing and climbing mountains all the time, will certainly work a wonderful late as he was, he found himself more puncrevolution for the better, as to'the healthfiilness of tual than his wife, and the solitary meal was
every one who will try it; there will be no danger half over before Mrs. Daisy tripped in, her
of colds: pouring, drenching rains will give no easlunere shawl
trailing over her shoulders,
••Rheumatics.’’ Except while actually
eating and ; and her dimpled cheeks all pink with the
sleeping, lie on the move in some way out of doors, I fresh wind.
in such a manner as to involve steady and varied j
“Am 1 behind time?
muscular activities which will bring into exercise I
Really, I am so sorRut we have been driving in the park,
every part offhc body and brain; the more varied.] ry!
the more joyous, the better: turn everything into i and—”
fun if possible: let uproarious laughter rule the]
“We! Who are we?” growled her hushour; let jest and joke and song and loud huzzaing
be the order of the day. at least for nil hour after band.
im als, and another hour during each
“Why, Colonel Adair and I—the Colonel
repast, (to
and spy out the land, taking a difl'erenl direction Adair that
you go with so much.”
from
every day
your ramping grounds. Endeavor
“Now, look here, Daisy!” ejaculated Mr.
in some way to add to the sum total of human
from the table and pushing
knowledge of actual facts. There is no better place Ainseourt, rising
m the world for these
things than the Adirondack back his chair, “Adair isn't exactly the man
mountains. [Hall's Journal of Health.
1 want you to drive with!”
“lint you go everywhere with him!”
INFORMATION WANTED.
“1 dare say—but you and 1
ayt two differBklfast, An". 1(1, lsfifl.
ent. persons.”
I >1! i
Snu INT(»\ : I
sir—Mr place as well as
“Now, dear Herbert,” interposed Daisy,
«\rrii ol my iris'll hop's l:i rnis :iri»
greatly plagueil
li grass
wilh
Will you tell us the best wav to wilfully misunderstanding him, “you know 1
\yit«
never was a bit proud, and the associations
get nil ot Ini' Iia»l tiling?
that are good enough for my husband are
Your? truly. I. 1\ A.mks.
.,

|
I

|
j

answor-

ed. resolutely:
“I beg you will give up this ridiculous idea,
what do women want of clubs?”
“What men do, 1 suppose.”
“llut I don’t approve of it at all.”
“You belong to three clubs, Herbert.”
“That’s altogether a different matter.”
“llut why is it different?”
“Ilem—why ? because—of course anybody
can see why—it’s self evident.”
“I must be very blind,” said Mrs. Ainscourt, demurely, “but 1 confess 1 can’t discriminate the essential difference.”
Herbert Ainseourt said no more, but he did
not at all relish the
change that had lately
come over the spirit of
Daisy’s dream.
She did change somehow. She went out
driving here, there, and everywhere. He
never knew when he was certain of a
quiet
evening with her; she had not only joined
tin' club,lmt innumerable societies for a thousand and one purposes, which took her away
from home almost continually. Mr. Ainseourt chafed against the bit, but it was useless. Daisy always had an excuse to plead.
Presently her mother-in-law bore down upon her, an austere old
lady in black satin and
a chestnut wig.

“Daisy,

happy.”'

are

you

making

my

son

very

“Ami?" cried Daisy. “Dear me, I hadn’t
idea of it! What's the trouble ?”
“You must ask himself,” said the motherin-law, who believed—sensible old lady—in
young married people settling their own difliculties. “All I know is the bare fact.”
.So Daisy went home to the drawing-room,
where Herbert lay on the sofa pretending to
read, but in realitv brooding over his troubles.
“What’s tho matter, Herbert ?” said Daisy,
kneeling on the floor beside him, and putting
her soft, eool hands on his fevered brow.
“The matter? Nothing milch, only lam
miserable,” he sullenly answered.
“But why?" she persisted.
"Because you are so changed, Daisy.”
"How am 1 changed?”
“You are never at home; you have lost the
domesticity which was, in my eyes, your
greatest charm. 1 never have you to myself
any more. Daisy, don’t you see that this is]
embittering my life ?”
“Does ii make you unhappy?” she asked

softly.

"ion know that it does, Daisy."
“And do you suppose 1 liked it. Herbert ?”
“What do you mean?” lie asked.
“1 mean that 1 passed the first year of my
married life in such a lonesome way. You
had no ‘domesticity.’
Clubs, drives, billiard
playing, and champagne suppers engrossed
your whole time. 1, your»wifo, pined at homo
alone.”
“But why didn’t you tell me you were unhappy?”

would have laughed at the
a woman’s whim.
I resolved. when we first married, to fritter away
neither time nor breath in idle complaints. I
have not complained: I have simply follow
ed your example. If it was not a good one,
whose fault was that ? Not mine, surely.”
“Because you

idea, and called it

“No, Daisy,

not

yours.”

“1 don’t like this kind of life," went on
Daisy. “It is a false excitement a hollow
diversion; but 1 persist in it for the same reason, 1 suppose, that you did—because it was
in the fashion. Now tell me, Herbert, whether you prefer a fashionable wife, or Daisy?”
"Daisy- a thousand times, Daisy.”
“But Daisy can’t get along with a theatregoing, club-living husband.”
“Then sic shall have a husband who liuds
his greatest happiness at his own hearth-stone
—whose wife is the greatest treasure—who
has tried the experience of surface and finds
it unsatisfactory. Daisy, shall we begin our
matrimonial career anew?”
And Daisy's whispered answer was, “Yes."
“But what must you have thought of me
all the this time?” she asked him after a little while.
“I know what I think now.”
“And what is that ?”
“1 think,’1 said Mr. Ainsconrt, with emphasis, “that you are the best wife in the world.”
THE SUEZ CANAL.
One of the Wonders of the

Age.

From the New Vork Herald.

The two great enterprises of the age are
the Pacific Railroad ami the Suez Canal, both
combined forming the line of travel that fairly girdles the globe. Each in its own way is
of vast importance to the commercial interests of the world,
facilitating travel and opening up new lines of communication between
the countries of the Orient and the (leeidenl.
To this Continent the Pacific Railroad is of
untold value, and not far in the coining years
will be shown the marvellous revolution it is
bound to client.
It will make the great
American desert blossom like the rose, and
over its track the
dusky millions of China and
Japan will pour into the barren waste and
among the mineral treasures of the Rocky

Mountains, developing new sources of vast
wealth and augmenting the material greatness of the country.
In its inlluencc upon

the future of the countries lying between
California and India, no one can calculate
the result; but it is easy to realize that the
restless spirit of American commercial enterprise, brought nearer to these Oriental nations, will have its ell'eel in quickening into
life the torpid energies of these people and
giving a new impulse and a new direction to
the channels and resources of trade. The
Suez Canal is another of those great works
and triumphs of man that revolutionize the
features of commercial communication over
the world. It is an old. old enterprise, talked
of thousands of years ago, in the days of the
Ptolomies and Sesostris. its grand importance was recognized in those days, and, but
for the absence of that unity which nowadays
prevails in the intercourse of those ancient
kingdoms wltose interests might be affected
by the canal, its construction would, it is to
be presumed, been accomplished by the same
hands that lifted the
mighty Pyramids from
the desert sands. Prom the time of the Ptolomies to our own the agitation of the project
of connecting tin; Mediterranean with the
Red Sea has Hover entirely ceased. To the
unconquerable energy and perseverance of
M. de Lesseps the world is certainly indebted
for this great achievement of engineering
skill. To this country it is a successful example to imitate in opening communication
between two greater seas and making a new
road from Europe to the Indies. Finally, of
course, the Isthmus of Darien or Tehuantepec will be canalized and the ends of the

brought

nearer

ami

together.

The first step towards the construction of
the present canal was made nearly a quarter
j of a century ago. In 1X40 a commission was
issued to Robert Stephenson, soil of the
famous inventor of the locomotive, on the
part of Great Britain; to Talabot, the great
French contractor, on the part of France, and
to Signor Negrctti, the scientific chemist and
engineer, on the part of Austria. During
that year the isthmus was surveyed !>y them
and the scheme pronounced feasible. The
only serious impediment to the success of the
undertaking which then presented itself was
j the continual danger to which the canal
j would be exposed by reason of the sand
storms on the desert.
To meet this difficulty
j various mechanical remedies were proposed
and the esterprise pronounced practicable.
Act nothing further was then attempted.
Fight years later M. Ferdinand de Lesseps
proposed to Mohammed Said the scheme of
reopening the ancient canal at Sesostris, and
it is mainly to the engineering enterprise and
unremitting activity of M. Lesseps that the
world is indebted for the work which now so
rapidly approaches completion. The first
exploration of the isthmus under ins supervision was made in December. 1 So t, and
January, 1805, and the present line of survey, which was ascertained to be twenty-nine
French leagues (about ninety English miles)
in length, decided on. In November, 1855,
another international commission visited the
isthmus, but beyond the publication of their
report Jo ic, 1850, little of consequence was
accomplished until 1858, when La (Jompagnic Fniverselle Maritime de Suez, or, as
it was familiarly known to English readers,
the Suez Ship Canal, was organized.
\'I i.W

or TIIE

WORK.

Let the reader imagine a vast ditch, 100
miles in length, ,'!00 feet wide at the top, 100
to lot) feet wide at the bottom, with an average depth of twenty-four feet, connecting
four natural lakes, bisecting a sandy isthmus
at its narrowest point ami
discharging at
either end into a large inland sea, and he will
have a fair presentment of what the canal is
or rather is intended to be.
These lakes are
situated at distances varying from ten to fifteen miles from each other, and form tin1
natural boundaries, so to speak, of the several divisions of the work. The large.;! and
deept -t of these, called Laos Ameers, or Hitter Lakes, extended to within fourteen miles
ot Sue/.. The other lakes are called Timsah,
Itallah and Menzalah. The first and smallest
of these has long been drying up. To
deepen the channel through these lakes, excavate
the intervening sections—which, previous to
the operations of the company, consisted of
arid, sandy, treeless and almost trackless
wastes, with an occasional stratum of calcareous blue clay running
through them—and
to build the jetties for the
protection of the
entrance from either sea, and which now
form the harbors of Said and Suez, was
really all the company had to do. No locks
or other artificial appliances will be needed,
and steamers of the capacity of those now
used by the Peninsular and Oriental and
Messageries imperiales companies, will, it is
believed, be able to pass through from sea to
sea without dilliculty or detention.

will Conn between them, it is ostibasin or harbor 500 acres in extent,
completely protected from wind or storm,
and spacious enough to accomodate all vessels seeking transit
through the canal. These
jetties are constructed ol what appear to be
immense blocks of stone. They are not
stone, however, but sand, dredged up from
the bottom of the canal, mixed with hydraulic lime (chaux ilu Thiel), and then put into
wooden cases or moulds and allowed to dry.
The lime is quarried a few miles down the
canal, there ground and thence transported
to the works.
Eight mills are kept constantly grinding on this novel, unique and really
interesting process. After sufficient time has
been allowed to form and harden, then the
wooden casings are removed and the sun's
rays, which in this latitude are intensely hot,
complete the process of making the block.
Two or three months sutliee to harden them.
1 hey weigh
twenty tons eayh and cost about
1,000 trancs apiece. When sufficiently dry
and ready tor use they are lifted
up by a

thoy

matcil,

WHEN THE CANAL WAS l’UOJECTEI).

CKXI'.liAL

un-

an

earth will he

j

a

travelling

steam crane

(i/rncn rapeur)

on

to

trucks, passed to a tramway, and then pushed
by a locomotive down to where the lighters
are moored to receive them.
They now take
a short sea
voyage. After being transferred
from ihe truck by another travelling crane,
they are deposited in an inclined position, in
rows of three, on another
lighter, whence
they are taken out to the position thev are
destined to occupy on the jetty, and there'
sunk. The rate, ol' progress has been from
thirty to forty blocks daily. Over 15,000
have been already submerged, and but little
remains to be done to complete these magnilieent piers. The dimensions of these piers,
or jetties, are
twenty-six yards at the base,
six yards at the summit, and twelve yards in

height.

Sl'F.Z,

situated at tin* head of the gulf of the same
name, which is a prolongation of the lied Sea.
and Seripturally famous as the scene of the
journey of the Israelitish hosts, has come
prominently into notice of late years in connection with the overland route to India and
China, and more recently as the southern terminus ot the ship canal.
It is likewise the
place ol embarkation lor the Mohammedan
pilgrims from Egypt, and the countries of
Northern Africa, on their way to the holv
cities. The town is built on a low. sandy
tract ol huul, and was formerly a most miser
able looking place. The canal works here,
as elsewhere, have already etl'eeted a wonderful revolution. A magnificent dry dock has
been constructed and the most extensive
dredging and jetty-making operations are in
progress. The dry dock is upward of loo
feet in length and nearly loo feet broad, while
commodious basins, for the secure an 'borage
ot ships and steamers, are being formed in
front of it. The new piers are being eonneetd with the railway to Cairo and the towns of
Suez by branch lines of railwav. The Egyp
tian government, shamed into activity by the
gigantic works carried on by the canal company. is constructing piers and basins of its
own at Suez, and what was twelve
years ago
one the lilthiest and most indolent of Eastern
cities is now all life and energy.
rii.trrit1 w.

ni.st't.Ts.

lstjs

A CALIFORNIA DAIRY.
A letter Irom Monterey, in Southern California, to the Sun Francisco Bulletin, shows
what intelligence and enterprise will accomplish under seemingly unfavorable circumstances.
1 hree years ago (*. s. Abbott emigrated to the valley of the Salinas with a few
head of stock, mostly milch cows, and very
little money, lie purchased a league of land,
mortgaged it for the payment, and went to
work. People wondered what he was going
to do, for it was the
traditionary belief that
the land of the Salinas plains was of no account, and many predicted utter ruin to the
enterprise. But Abbott went bravely to work,
halving and ditching and building and boring
lor water.
Anarim of mechanics and laborers was
employed and great changes were
soon
wrought on the ranehe. At the expiration ot a year Mr. A. sold a thousand acres
ot his league and realized sutlieient to
puv otf
his mortgage and retain :Woo acres unincumbered. This is the “Abbott Dairv,” where
900 cows are now milked, though not all at emplace. There are three separate dairies on
the ranehe, two of them running dbo cows
apiece and the other 4oo. The main dairy
employs ->o men and turns out boo pounds .it
butter per day. The branch dairies employs
1- men each. The dairy house on the home
dairy is two and a half stories high, the basement of stone, with cement flooring, and the
upper portion tilled in with concrete. Tiebuilding is 7b feet long by gb wide.
I ho
milking Viinl adjoins tin* dairy lion -c,
uml in il is a hopper with a
connecting j»ijn■
to tlu; reservoir in tin*
dairy house.
running
Into this hopper the milk is poureil as fast a
drawn lroin (lie cows.
this reservoir is made
ot zinc, and i' inelosed in another of like inn
ferial, with a spaee of about two inch- intervening. This spare is filled with waler from
two stop-cocks, which furnish warm or cold
water
This reservoir, then, is a cooler or
heater—a temperature regulator -reducing
tile milk to a certain neiv sarv temperature
hefore it is placed in the pans. To eenre the
proper temperature at all seasons si,- uu pipes
inn all around the house, while a foot ol -m
dust lays in the ceiling ot the pan room to
keep out the heat oreold, as thecas, mar tie.
The 1 pper part of the building i- a-ee fur
storing Initter lirkins, lmtter cloth.Ove. The
basement is divided into two apartments, one
the claiming and packing, the other occupied by a steam engine, circular saw. grindstone, wheels, shafts, hells, etc. A fit. mice
and boiler arc built outside, and tlie steam is
carried inside by pipes, where the eiiyiie i a
1-horse power) is located, which turns the

churn, saw or grindstone, as the ease mav rei|ttire. The management of the milk ami tiemaking of the butter are lints described :

“The cows are corraled, and each milkman
milks his go cows. The milk m poured into
the hopper, where il filters through a line
sieve, and is carried into the regulator. A
rubber hose is attached to the regulator, and
when the milk is cool enough it i- carried
round to the pans, which are already placed
ready to recede it in the following- manner:
l’erpendieular ipiadrangulur beams, extend
mg from Hour to ceiling,stand all around the
pan room, at distances of about live feel. In
each of the four sides of the beams, wooden
pins, about four incites apart, are driven parallel with each other. These horizontal pins
are driven, as above, all the way up (he beam,
at intervals of'about in inches apart, and upon these
projecting pins the pans are placed.
Kacli pan stands on two pins on all sides, and
one al-ove the other from Hour up.
These
beams are so placed as to revolve, and the
pans are placed on their respective pins, and
the hose from the regulator turned on. A
siion as the row of pans in front are tilled the
beam is revolved and another row is presented. and so on tin all are tilled. This plan
saves a deal of time and trouble.
When the
milk is set the lloor is washed di wn and scald
ed with steam, the regulator, tidies, hose, etc.,
washed and scalded, the old pan- removed to
the wash-room, where they are washed
three separate times la hot water, and then
scalded by steam, which is turned on from a
hose.
A sull'u-imt time having elapsed, tin- skimming process begins. Fur tlii- purpose :i
kind ul trough with two funnel-- one m curb
wheeled along by the pan racks; llnjeud—is
pans arc taken ilmvn, skiuuned. ami the cream
poured into one funnel ami the milk into tIn*
other. To those runnels are atlaeheil rubber
hose, liieh extend along the floor anil eniplv
the cream into the ehurn. in the basement,
ami the milk into the waste pipe, which latter
eomhlets ii a In Ult a hundred yards to the swill
vat, tortile hogs. Tin chi rn. a nearly -ipiare.
slightly oldimg ho\. capable ol making boo
|i"iimls of I 'titter at churning, is set in motion by the little engine, the cream dasheand plunges and swashes, and in a little u hi lithe churn stops, and we see two or three him
dred pounds of delicious butter.
The butter is taken from the churn to the
kneading table, when- it is km- id- .1 and rolled
and salted, and finally pressed, rolled in but
ter cloth, and packed away in lio\c- i.il
m
kegs, to be hauled to market.

go.ss vessels, aggregabng
fi74.it IS tons burden, nrri\ ed at Port Said, and
MKt'IIANICAI. VrULIANCKS.
2(0.000 tickets were issued by the Transit
A work of so vast ami unique a character, Service.
According to the estimates of M.
as will readily be conceived, lias called into de Lesseps this amount will be increased to
rei|nisition appliances for (lie construction of I .",,000,00(1 tons per annum the tirst year after
a
similarly extensive and original kind. In- the completion of t!n> canal, and that, during
deed (lie machinery used on this canal forms succeeding years, this amount will be doubled.
one
of the most interesting features of the Putt these estimates are based
upon the sucwork. Nothing like if is to be found else- cessful completion of the canal and the naviwhere. From the gigantic Unti/uc a couloir, ; gation of it by steamers drawing from sixteen
down to the smallest driitjuc (dredge), and to t wenty-two feet water. The full
purpose
j
from the ponderous rh ratcur to the smallest ! of (he ship canal will not be attained until the
drill or hand machine, everything is of the largest vessels are able to
pass through it.
most costly kind and elaborate linish.
Two I trout end to end, so that steamers from Liverhundred and eighty-live machines, represent- poo
London. Southampton. Marseilles,
ing a force e.pial to IN,nop horses, and con- 'Trieste or liriudisi may proceed, without
suming e.oi'.t tons of coal per month, work transshipment of cargo or delay in Egypt,
day and night on the canal. These machines through the lied Sea to liombnv. Point de
are divided into sixteen
classes, two of which dalle. Calcutta, II ag Kong. Shanghai' or
are worthy of special mention.
These are \ Yokohama, as may be de.-divd.
freight to
the large dredges and the < .roam/i.itrs. The | Port Said from Pritish or french
ports are no
former are similar in construction to the ma- higher than to Alexandria ; but if
unloading
chines used for dredging purposes in our own is to be gone through with at the former
port
and
rivers
but
the
arc
lolls
here,
the
seaports
canal, and the rethey
heavy
larger
through
and have an enormous passage or spout at- shipment at Suez for the East, will
outweigh
tached. By means of a steam pump attached the cost of transport by the
present route
to the lighter, on which apparatus is mounted, I round the
Cape and practically render the
water is mixed with the earth
brought up by canal a linancial failure. Whether it will ever
the dredge, and the semi-lluid is
discharge'll pay its constructors as a commercial.speculathrough this long pipe or passage on to what- tion when fully dug out for the passage id'
ever spot may be selected.
By means of this large vessels remains to be seen. M. de l.esmachine the sand can be discharged to am seps and the French engineers, backed
TAKING IN A GREENHORN.
by
distance within you feet beyond the edge of French capital, have constructed the work.
[From t!i<‘ lv:iiH:ts City Bulletin, July .'II.
the canal. By this simple contrivance a con- P.ritish commerce in the East mu-1 I'urni-h the
The topic of oonver■•••Hitm to-day. in spoiltinuous compact ridge of sand is formed tolls and help to make it pay.
circles. i^ tile race of yesterday, m r the
ing
along the entire length of the canal, and this
< iIIim>t11> track.
Il
i-i :i -lory Iim» g.I to
serves to keep out the accumulations of sand
Tin: Xkw En'oi.anh I'.mk. The <■• nnl>inciI keej>, Imt out of
|>un- s\ m)i.-Uhy for tin- I:i.
which, blown by the frequent storms from the Exhibition of the Nets Kn "T;iml Agricultural ated
feelings of a do/eti >_•;<-litti ni>-n who
surrounding desert would otherwise be de- Society ;uul the Maine Slate Agricultural So- thought they know a thing or two about
in
the canal and utterly preclude all
posited
ciety, is to lie li»1111 at Portland, .Maine, com- horses, we won'l "ire the name-ol the sufelbiris to keep it open. The ridge thus
mencing on the 71li of September next, and ferers.
formed is in some places full fifty feet high.
the race last Wednesday afternoon was
continuing four days. The exhibition ot
1‘OKT SAIl),
Horses, Neat Stock, sheep. Swine and Poul- attended by unite a numlier from this ein
the npvlhern entrance of the canal, is situated try, will be hold on the Forest Pits Park, and elsewhere. Among those |)l'eselil wawhich is to be
on the eastern sliore of the
enlarged for tile oc- an old and seedy-looking farmer from near
Mediterranean, casion and tin1greatly of
;
lift miles north of Alexandria and
display
Agricultural, ilor- lliehmond, llav ( nuuty. Along the I'euee la
twenty lioultural, Mechanical,
Manufacturers’, and had three lank, raw-1 toned Imrse- tied. Aliei
miles north of Damietta. Externally its
ap- Miscellaneous
Articles, in 1 ho City Puddings. the advertised races wen eoiiehlded, tin
pearance is not unlike that of the majority of
mushroom American towns similarlv situated. Congress St.
aged agriculturalist was bantered to pul up
1 lie arrangements for the exhibition are to some
It is an anomalous sort of place, hounded
money on one of his •‘jilngs," and
northward by the ocean and southward l»v i be made on the most extensive scale, and the helj) to get up a ‘scrub r.n e11 replied that
indications
the desert, it is equally the product of both. j
already promise one of the largest lie believed that animal, pointing to an old
Viewed geologically it is the jiraetieal result exhibitions of the kind over hold in New mare who stood w ith her head down and hall
of a st niggle between salt water and sand, England. Pamphlet copies of Premium List, asleeji, could run jiretty tolerably w llif-h
instructions to competitors, N:r.. was •■trained.”
-i1111,'’ said lie, he been
commercially possibly it is a compound of containing
modern commerce and aboriginal Arab io-nor- can be had on application to Cm.. Dami.i, hard at work all spring and summer, and
anee and tilth.
Little more than half a score N'kuiuiam, Boston, Mass., or Sami'm. L. ain't lit to run now.”
While several sports wen1 Irving to -:ij,■
years ago the site of the present town was a Boaudman, Augusta, Me.
The local ollicers of the Exhibition, are
the old fellow into a wager, another pari \
dreary, arid waste. Every necessary of life
had to be brought by boat from Damietta, Samuel 'J'. Raymond, of Westbrook, (ieneral slii>])ed around to the rear of the -1:ii.I<■ u her
r:ie
and now every comfort and
Superintendent of Grounds; Col. Charles stood “l’lineh." a very lleet goer I >r
many of the
Punch i~. in l e t. one of tin
luxuries of life are easily procurable—at all | B. Merrill, of Portland, Chief Marshal: lion. of ;50o yards.
events in much greater abundance and with Samuel Wasson, of Ellsworth, Superintend- fastest racers for a short distance that is |.>
The Idauket wasstrip
more facility than in the ancient town of ent of Hall; llis Honor Mayor Putnam, Isra- lie found in the State.
Damietta. It contains nearly 1,000 houses, el Washburn, dr., Hell. S. E. Spring, Horatio [it'd from the nag and an old rope halter, torn
and a population which, though like that of N. Jose, Hen. Heo. F. Shepley.Hen. John M. hridle, and half-worn saddle placed on him.
Cairo, not the Egyptian but the American Brown, of Portland, and John F. Anderson, and lie was quietly led a short distance and
Cairo, largely lloating, may lie fairly esti- of South Windham, ('ommittce of Reception ; tied to a fence.
After considerable talk, the veteran -on ol
mated at between .sjinn and 10,out)’ This Messrs. Enoch Knight and Heo. (). Gossc,
population is thoroughly cosmopolitan in its Committee of the Press to provide for the en- the soil hurst out with a proposition to hot
si-f> that his mare could heat atn other ••nr
character; for small as the town is.it num- tertainment of the (tress from abroad.
Farmers’ Meetings are to be held during dinary horse’’ on the grounds, lie was then
bers representatives from all parts of the
world, le ery civilized and uncivilized coun- the lirst three evenings of the Exhibition, at taken to where Punch was tied, saw that the
which the following subjects will be present- animal looked to he
anything hut a horse
try apparently sends its delegates to the canal
ed for discussion :
kept for racing, and expressed himself-at icongress. The activity and bustle of the
Tuesday,Sept, 7th. The Education for lied to run his mare against ■•that air horse."
place, heightened as they are by the picturesFarmers: to be opened by Prof. M. C. FerThen a dozen oilers to put up greenbacks
elfei't
the
motley
of
produced by
que
groups
French, Egyptians, Arabs, English, Ameri- naltl. Principal of State Industrial School, against his old nag were oll’ered. The tannOrono, Me.
er, who appeared to lose all his wits look up
cans, Levantines, Italians and Greeks work\\ ednesday, Sept.8th.
Insects Injurious to the bets one after another till he had staked
ing together harmoniously form its principal
attraction. On the occasion of Mr. Hall’s Vegetation : to be opened by Hr. Heo. B. Bor- 8-bd against an equal amount pul up by e\
visit there in October, 1S07, he counted ing, President of New England Agricultural eral parties, in sums of from sin to s.'iii.
Mass.
It was then agreed to postpone the rare
twenty-two large sized vessels in the anuil Society, Salem,
Thursday, Sept, 9th. The Diseases of An- till yesterday afternoon. The ‘'sports' of
port or basin. Most of them were from
North British seaports, and were freighted imals : to be opened by Dr. S. 11. Tewksbury, this town rode hack to the city in high glee.
with coal and other supplies for the company. of Portland, Ale.
They had a sure thing on that eontiding old
All farmers are invited to be present and rustic and indulged among themselves in ail
By far the larger number, fully two-thirds, take
sorts of witticisms over his simplicity.
part in these discussions.
of the inhabitants are employed
directly or
The Annual Address is to be delivered on
When the time for the race occurred, the
indirectly by the Canal Company or bv the
Friday, Sept. 10th, by His Excellency, J. [,. foolish farmer was promptly on hand. Again
contractors, Messrs. Boril, Lavalley A Co.
Chamberlain, Governor of Maine. The Gov- he was tempted to stake more unmet, and
THE JETTIES.
ernors of all the States are to be invited to be like an old fool as lit! was, he reeklesslv
One of tlio chief dillicultics apprehended!
present.
[dunged down into the depths of his pocket
by the early surveyors and engineers of the
A reduction of lares and freight rates on the alter greenbacks, until he had wagered-SI.
canal scheme was the choking up of Port
principal lines of transportation in New Eng- ohi). Sums ot $;>00 and less amounts had
Said by the Nile deposits, and these jetties
land, is being negotiated, and the most liberal been staked by the “knowing ones'" of this
have been constructed mainly with a view to inducements will bo offered to exhibiors.
town, who heartlessly chuckled over the
this
obviate
difficulty, as well as for purposes
All entries must be made with Samuel L. “soft thing’’ they had secured, until the enof protection to the shipping seekhc transit Boardman,
Secretary of Maine State Agricul- tire pile of the “greenhorn" had been coverthrough the canal. They are two in'number, tural Society, Augusta, Me., and parties in- ed.
known respectively as the East and West
The word to “go” was given amid the
tending to enter live stock, of any description,
Jetty. The length of the latter will be 2,700. must make application at least two weeks wild shouts and loud laughter of the hackers
yards and of the former 2,000 yards. The before the opening of the Exhibition, that of “Punch.” “Cio it. old sorrel!" "Hurry up
dial a. between their respective ends will
proper accommodations may lie provided for that mare!” and other jeering expre ions
be about four hundred metres
(1,000 feet), them.
| passed from mouth to mouth.

During

■

■

■

■■

s

■

—

l'li.' "oU] sorrel” did just “move” tlum hur- use, while the Western packers of beef anil
u]>. To tin' amazement of all hands she pork pay seventy-live per cent, lor their salt,
shot ahead of the racer "Punch." kept the and he will perhaps discover the difference.
lead easily, and came in the winner by 40 1 would call Ills attention to what Mr. lienton said upon this
{ (Vt.
subject, to wit: “That
Well, wasn't that a sick crowd ol sporting pork, beef and fish kept company from the
m u as the “greenhorn'’ received the $1,000 beginning of the Government until 1812, when
he had won? shouldn't wonder. And when they separated. Since that time beef and pork
thee rode away IV an the track yesterday have never seen each other." 1 think that
afternoon did they -cackle” to any percep- after the reconstruction of the Southern States
tible decree ;■ Scarcely. The nice trap tliey is concluded, and every Statu back once more
-had fixed for the old man didn’t catch him, into the Union, in the full enjoyment of all
but lie worked out hi< own little game most their rights and privileges, the ijncst ion of the
finances, the banking system, and the tariff
beautifully.
will receive greater attention and more consideration than at present.
GEORGE H. PENDLETON.

obnoxious rulers upon the people of the spoils of office arc
pleasant,—but tlio DemocPOLITICAL AFFAIRS IN VIRGINIA.
THE RADICAL COUNTY CONVENTION.
•South? Is such a course consisieut with your
we
The result of the lute elections in
apprehend, will prefer to smell alar
The knot of oflicc hohlors in this County,
oath of office, or do you call this a groat mor- racy,
Virginia
oil' tiie flesh-pots for a
al idea? But, Mr. Boutwell,
long time to come, and Tennessee, and the certainty that all the who constitute the radical party in the prethough you have
thus prostituted the power of your office tor rather than to reach them by that path.
Southern States, as fast as opportunity offers,
cinct, and lead by the nose a mass of men who
The Democracy have a
purposes of oppression, without the warrant
in their will pass into Democratic control, have renprinciple
ought to know better than to submit to such
of conscience or law, it may be that you can
which they are striving dered the radicals perfectly desperate. Which
tell me by what authority you assume to pro- political association,
guidance, met at the Court House on the 18th,
to make a success.
It is not success to way to turn, or how to avert the
nounce upon my political orthodoxy.
Who
impending and went through the motions as prearranged.
constituted you the infallible hope of repub- tender their support to a prominent political destruction, they know not.
the They were a
Canby,
very fair average sample of the
licanism ? Who gave you authority to hurl
opponent, who still maintains his obnoxious military satrap who reigns in Virginia, has class who have their suction
these
anathemas?
pumps in the nawhat
political
Again,
ideas, and continue him in power. It is not conceived (he plan of applying the ironclad tional, state and
treasuries, and the
right had you to commit the Administration
county
to your policy ? Have you to learn yet that thus that any party succeeds, or ever did suc- oath to all the members elect of the Virginia
moving motive of the gathering was to keep
you are only a part ol'the Administration and ceed since parties were organized. It may Legislature, or an oath that they had in no them there.
not the whole of it? Though your friends be- bo
advisable, as in Virginia, to temporarily way aided or encouraged the rebellion. All
The programme as arranged was
lieve that a monomania has seized your mind
thorough 1\
strike hands and work for the common
who cannot take it, to be declared ineligible, carried out. as the
ii.vs N'o roi,K v .uujrr .vnvthixi;—ji:s on that subject and that
U.kaxt
good
were
believe
strings
you daily
A I'alk with the Great Statesman of the West—
successively
of
getting the State into the Union, knowing and the seats given to the next highest candi- pulled. First llrother Millikcn moved, then
INl AMdl S APPOINTMENTS.
yourself the State.
His Views on Negro Suffrage, The Tariff, and
that the certain effect will be to make a
Lewis Dent.
Very
respectfully,
Kindred Topics.
per- dates. This would disqualify enough con- Brother Thurlow moved, and Brother MilliWhat
of
(Jon.
(Jrant's recon| 11epoi;tei:.
manently Democratic State. It answered in servatives to make sure the election of two ken moved
I st ruction policy and administration in generagain, and so on to the end. The
[Con '-pomlencc of the New York fciuii.j
Tennessee, where the Democracy took the 1 S. Senators of the Wells, or extreme radi- last
al ?
ticket was renominated entire—
year's
( iv inn-.ti. At
eonis. The unanimous
Mu. Pi.xm.i'.T'>x.
1 never understood Unit
substance, in tiie Legislature and an United cal type.
( hediing and <. m elon for .Senators, McDonald
eurrenee ol' experienced travellers accords to (ten. Grant had a
about reconstruction,
policy
States Senator, in return for the shadow of
j
It will be is membered that
the act of for I reasurer, and Webb
by
t 'ineiiiuati tlte most delightful suburbs of any or in fact
for Commissioner.
any policy concerning anything.
Senter in the gubernatorial chair. Neither <
Prominent among these The reconstruction policy of Congress, which
ill', in tilt I 'iiion.
engross providing for the election, the manthe fuilhiest performance was the
THURSDAY, AUGUST :T., 1SG9.
Probably
ol these considerations, or
land Clifton. the fairest spot that we have [ consists in compelling the States to amend
any other of value, ner of submitting the constitution to the resolution on
temperance, which read- as
ever seen, and theft- is situated the home of their State Constitutions and the Federal Conis found in the
course.
Maine is popular vote was left to the President. The follow
proposed
i'iT»Lism:i) i:\Ksn tiii imiav mubxino.
some
miles
lies
live
It
11
Pendleton.
stitution
to
extreme Radical ideas
<ieor:;e
according
not in tlie
deplorable condition of Virginia. main issue was tin1 clause prescribing the
Unsolved. That the prohibitory liquor law is the
We entered, and after a lew as the price at which they arc tube relieved
from the hy.
—BY—
A proposition to concede the (lovcrnor for iron-clad oath for all
a
stood
lane,
s’
through
drive
public officers. Grunt work of the Icepublirait party of Maine. That w.
minnt
shady
from military government, or what is even
'till adhere to its principles and have confidence in
IA M
II. SIMPSON, sake ol
before the main enf ranee of Mr. Pendleton's worse, the government of scalawags and car- WILI
getting the Legislature, would lie directed that this clause should be voted upon the success of its enforce
incut.
editor axi> proprietor.
hou-e
Alighting from the carriage, we were pet-baggers instituted and maintained by the
to
scorn
the
The
friends
of
result
was
either
that
the Wells
laughed
separately.
by
Whether the law is the work of the part v. 01
met at the door by a genteel young gentle- Federal power, is, 1 think,
KirrioN
TiiitMs.
In
Sui*.S(
essentially wrong
advance, $2.00 a year; Chamberlain or Fessenden. This plan is an party, which advocated the oath, was crushed the
man. who proved to he Mr. Pendleton’s man ! and unconstitutional.
< >n the subject of (Jen. within the year, $2.50; at the expiration ol toe year$:t.0o.
party the result of the law, may be iptesAi)Vi-:iiTixis<; Tku.ms. Vor one square, (one inch ol invitation for us to
out by the popular vote, and the clause itself tionabb
tet the hurr hook.
We asked if Mr. Pendleton was in. Grant’s
-i-n ant.
The general opinion is that thev
1
I
fear
cannot
appointments,
|
express length in column,) $1.25 lor three weeks, and 25 cents lor
The Democracy of Maine, less than sixtv overwhelmingly defeated.
lie replied in the allirmative, anti requested
Now it is pro- are a kind of Siamese twins, the
myself as fully as 1 would desire; and my each subsequent insertion. A fraction ol a square chargproduct of
us inpvalk to the parlor.
Crossing a spacious reason for so doing is that when I cannot ed as a lull one.
days ago, resolved in favor of free trade, for posed by this cpaulettcd and,tyraunieal ass. In one birth, that are on exhibition, like the temmarhli hall, we were ushered into a large and speak of the Chief Magistrate of
my country
Admisistuatoux, ExciJToits and Gpaudians de- fho taxation of bonds, for a uniform currency, authority twisted out of some clause of the
In a lew moments in
it Illy furnished room.
perance lecturer who look his drunken brotlitheir advertisements published in the .Journal,
respectful terms, rather than do otherwise siring
"
will
PendleMr.
tliat
please so state to the Court, as all advertising not so the rights of the States and the upholding of miserable medley of reconstruction laws, to | er along a- a fearful example.
the mt,
returned, saying
I prefer to be silent.
1 will say this much,
ThcChnnidirected is withheld from this paper.
the constitution. The radical State Conven- organize the Legislature under his supervision, f
ton won I he happy to see us.
Passing into however, that for any President to appoint
"adhere to its principles,-n
lierlainiles-may
lihrarv. we stepped thence to a broad vc- men 1o office whose only ipialilteation consists
SUBSCRI BEKS desiring to have the address ol ; pels tion resolved precisely the
and to cast out every member whose political
opposite of all (hi
j long as such adherence pays. Inti there is
amlali. whets three gentleman were sealed, in being relatives or having given his excel- changed, must state the Post Office to which the p iper,
the justice and statesmanship of the opinions do not suit him. Having arranged
has
been
sent as well as that to which it is to go.
praised
(mighty little adherence to it- practice amour;
iii
ni* w hom was the great ehieftain oi the
and
is
infamous.
A
houses,
lency money
national administration, and pledged support the whole plan of the election, and had its them.
< > 11i 11 I temoeracy.
man holding so exalted a position ought to
*jr-S. M. Pkttkxgii.l & Co., ('» State St., Boston
In his acceptance, tlov. Chamberlain provisions complied with, these fellows now
be above conduct so detestalde and shame- and :tr l*ark Row, New York, are our authorized Agents toil.
.mi:. i'i:m>i.i:tox.
What was meant by having “confidence in
for procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertiseful.
that these resolutions ‘-declare a public propose to overturn the work that was done tlie success of its enforcement” was for some
says
We litil never seen Mr. Pendleton before,
ments.
llEPOltTEi;. Then Gen. Grant has not come
It. Nil.US; No. 1 Seollay’s Building, Court St.,
Iml :il idistinguished him from his compolicy identical with the line of my life and exactly in the manner that they directed, be- time a puzzle. They ilmi’t say that they have
Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements for this
lie is :i short, thick-set gentleman, up to your expectations?
cause the result does not please them !
|i iniihi-.,
labors.”
confidence in the operations of the law to make
Mu' Penkee'i'.ik. 1 knew that he was not
with ,\ ruihlv. ilark eoni]>lexiun. healthy lookitpilKo. 1*. Bowk hi. & Co., lo Park Bow, New York, The'
11 is fortunate that in the allairs of a gov- men
!
for
the
but
it
did
mu
enter
will
the
lowest
of
receive
advertisements
lor
this
at
the
and
of
qualified
position,
paper,
Democracy
temperate, or to suppress the liquor
country
ing, a large intellectual forehead, and a pliysrates. Their orders will always receive prompt attention.
lie has small, my mind that things were going to he carried
Maine are unalterably fixed in their hostility ernment like ours the law of compensation is sales—hut ill "the success ot its enforcement.”
,gnnin\ d eidediy jileasing.
so far.
It is a sail picture to contemplate, innimaled idue eves, hair almost black, a lull
Delihcrateinjustiee works the harm The singularity of the phrase suggested some
to bond-exemption, high tarill1 and gold
pay- unfailing.
deed.
Subscribers are requested to take notice ol the date on
beard, already beeoming tinged with gray,
ot the oppressor.
Should this short sighted, hidden
the colored slips attached to the paper. It is the only ment of bonds.
will
not
their
joke -so we set to work to unravel it.
They
change
SECuetaisy risn's policy.
and a nmnsi.ai'he. lie was attired in a black
form of receipt now used.
For instance, 15 May (is,
and
wicked
scheme be undertaken f irst we
impolitic
means that the subscription is paid to that date.
When platform in this respect. They Iiave felt the
reasoned, that a gathering of olliee.of
the
merino
vest
low-cut
sack
coat,
alpaca
IvEPoaici:. And what opinions <lo you en- a new payment is made, the date will be immediately
lie is
evils too deeply. How can (low Chamber- in Virginia, its eil'ect on the the elections to holder.s like this, would measure the sueeess
one color, and black cloth browsers.
tertain ol‘Secretary Fish’s policy?
changed to c.uTespond, and thus a receipt in lull is sent
1 le does not resemtake place would he tri mendously damaging of the enforcement of
l’oi i\ four years of age.
every p «per. Subscribers in arrears are requested lain stand on the Democratic
Alt:. Pendleton. Mr. Fish I regard as an with
platform next
any law by tin! amount
to lorward the sums due.
ble the pictures of him in ordinary circulation,
and
above
a
Can
cautious man. lie
ho then find the line of his life to the administration. Lay these facts before of fees it brings to their pockets. Thinking
able,
all,
e^In sending money, state I'll 1C POST OFFICIO to year?
lb was -, ah d in an easy arm-chair, and his showed this
shortly after Mr. Sumner's speech, which the paper is sent..,/*#
and labors in that direction? Will he be wil- the people of Pennsylvania and Ohio, ap- we would ascertain how
right foot encased in large leathern shoe and on the Alabama andother Naims against
successfully the law
Engto run on one platform this year, and pealing to them in Lie name of humanity, had been enforced, measured
black ov :-gaiter, reposed upon a carpet land. Ilis retieenev in this
ling
by this standand with
FOIl COVE 11X011,
respect,
rti-hion in front of him. At his side lay two
its opposite the next? And if so, do the De- justice and a regard fc r our common country, ard, we turned back in the file of the
to the Cuban question [ deem very
Age to
regard
crutches.
to rebuke such outrageous proceedings, and the last
Franklin
proper. There is no necessity for rushing
mocracy want such a candidate?
published bill of costs in criminal
Win n we made our appearance lie held out
OF WATFIiYILLE.
headlong into an unnecessarv war, or for enThese considerations will apply likewise to who can doubt the result? And so it maybe eases, April term, nine-tenths of which were
is hand, and with a smile said :
our foreign relations because some
•■You will excuse my rising to receive you. tangling
proposed scheme for reelecting Fessenden bv found that the rights which the people of \ ir- ) liquor eases, and found the footing to be six
one happens to make a popular speech, or beWaldo ( H'ntv Nominations.
1 suppose you know I am a cripple," pointDemocratic votes. That Senator is a radical ginia should have as freely and unquestioned hundred and thirty dollars. To
cause tie public clamor, in a moment when
compare it
For Senators—ADAMS Tit FAT,
ing to his injure d foot.
their enthusiasm is aroused, and without hat
after the strictest sect. lie favored all the as God’s air and sunshine, may he wrung only with the same expenses of another county,
FXKA COX.
\Ye shook hands with him, presented our
For County Commissioner— G FOKG M F. W AI I ACF,
from the fears and apprehensions of Grant, of about the same
ing attached due importance to the
most obnoxious acts of oppression
credentials and announced the object of our demand that this and that shall be thesubjects For County Treasurer—EDWIN SAI.MOND.
during the
population and saltation in
policy
lie was Lincoln's Secretary of the! Canby and the party generally.
war.
'isii
all respects, we obtained the figures ol'the eorot the (lovernment.
Placed in similar cirLincoln ('orxrv Nominations.
r/e said,
Even the Tribune warns its friends that they
"I am very glad to meet you,
term rn Knox county, and
cumstances. 1 would hardly have acted dif- For Senator—DAN ILL F. HU 1
Treasury, and his lace decorates all the
: responding April
CHINOS.
alter lie read the letter ot introduction, “and
are going too far. The New York Sun, edited
Due protection, however, lias not For County t 'oinmissioner—I AMFS MCLLIC AN.
cent
in
the
ferently.
twenty-live
rag currency
country,
I find that to be eighty dollars and eighty-nine
shall be most happy to oblige you in tiny par- been extended to
American citizens in Eng- For County Treasurer—.JAMES TAVLOli.
lie never remonstrated against the outrages : by Dana, Lincoln's Assistant Secretary of cents !— a dill'erenee in favor of the ltemoerat
t ieiilar."
land and Cuba. The rights of the American
on Democrats, that ever we heard of.
Knox (.’oi'Nix Nominations
He i War, is fiery in its denunciation of the scheme ie county of Solo! That's the exhibit of
citizen abroad should be enforced at all hazFor Senators—I’ll l L ANDFlt .T. CA It KIOTOX.
and of (i rant’s inter noddling to change the the
Ilta'i utnat. This nomination was tendered ards. 1
has
no
claim
on
Democratic
save
desire
the
success of any
support,
j
expenses of the two counties, under mansincerely
ItL'tiG LF.S S. TO HUEY.
to you rather unexpectedly, was it not?
that
is
For
for its independence.
Countv Commissioner—Al»N Fit DENTON.
that he is likely to he east overboard,or a hit-! time of the elections in other states. We agement of the two parties.
people
struggling
.Mi. IT:m>i.i:tox.
Yes. very. 1 was not a In this connect ion 1 shall
For County Treasurer—GEOUGK W. JiEitl-Y.
rejoice to see the
ter fight ensue, in which each faction had! copy a recent artieh from the Sun—
Xo wonder this gathering of olliee-holders
< andidatc.
llefore the Convention met, my
of Chiba achieve the victory they dcpatriots
An l ni’im\<’ii’iu:i> Ukasox fui: a < owakm.y
rather see a Democrat elected than that his
friends were considerate enough to consult erve.
have confidence in the success ol'the enforcesee* what reasons of a
Act.
We
have
waited
to
SHALL
WE
STICK
BY THE SHIP?
1 plainly told
my wishes in that respect.
radical opponent should succeed. When the broad, national character could he given by (ien. ment of the liquor law, when it makes the
The Portland Ar^us of ;i recent »hits* conthem that 1 did not desire the olliee. anil that
(irant ami the Republican press for tin* postpoimtime comes that the Democracy shall hold the menl of the elections
pockets of the people bleed so freely! No
in Mississippi and Texas to so
I THE DENT LETTER. GRANT'S BROTHER- tains :m ;irt'.*• U‘ Imaded
! eouhl not accept it on any consideration.
State Politics—a
late
a
as the c lose of next November; Imt
IN-LAW
AND
of
balance
we
BOUTWELL.
that
shall
advise
period
wonder
t
some
busiattend to
wauled time
power,
they adhere to its principles as closethey
private
Free Talk on the Subject," in which some
we have failed to disc over any. This postponement,
ness which requires my immediate personal
Washington, lb
make a dill'erent use of it than to elect Wrm.
leeches
to a full-blooded patient!
as
It is
Aug. 17. ISif).
the
heels
of
the
ly
coming right upon
Virginia election,
novel propositions are put forth. Inasmuch
attention: and. besides 1 was desirous of de1’. Fessenden. The democratic party of show s a timidity in meeting the issues involved iu proper that they should claim this kind of pro'J'o lion. (ieo. S. l’outwell,
of the as it is “a free
Secretary
a ing mvseIf for a while to study.
Not withtalk." \ve feel inclined, as
the reconstruction >olicy, which does not augur
Maine is not so poverty-stricken for men of well for the Administration.
Treasury—Sn::—I shall ^nike little apology
The non-partisan hibition as “the work of the Republican parfor the Democracy of this section,
landing my positive declination, 1 had a lor nski 11 yr your attention to
speaking
anil
letter,
my
brains as to be driven to that humiliation. class of the people whose votes as they may he ty"! We can fancy these patriots, after the
!;, nr number of votes than any candidate upless lor tlie nature of its contents. You were to say a few words upon the subject. The
thrown into the one scale or th(‘other, de termine
on iln
lirst ballot, and had 1 desired it, I nevWhen the i|ii>eslion comes up in the Legisla- the result in closely contested elections, are the green rank and file have departed, slapping
the first to deny the political orthodow of niv drill of tie* article alluded to
■
could have been nominated unanimously.
may he judged ture, we
more tolerant of a 'a«*k of principle in parly leaders
each other on the back, and taking a drink all
friends and myself, and by all the rules of the
hope to see the Democrats pul in than
of a lack of pluck. This in linen tial elas> would
from the following extracts:—
1 di -imulate when I want an olliee. 1 do not
forum 1 am entitled to a defence. Again—You
nomination some one of the noble men who rather follow the audacious ivl ilag thaji the pu-il- j round to "the success of ils enforcement
order
deto
“We h:tvin this >l:ite three guhernatorhd r:mly that I am not a candidate in
hold an office of the Republic and your acts
1 a11iino11» while I'c: thcr. for the former evince
thal
j
didutes ill Hie ti• 1«1. indie;iiing. we tliink. that the adhere to its organi/a!ion and failh. and to
ep c other aspirants, or for the sake of testcourage which of iNolf often >oeure*- victeuw. while
therefore, are legitimate subjects of criticism element-: <*\;-t hen- ftu- new political mnhinat imis.
1
If
be
vole
for
him.
he
cannot
electhat cowardie*c which a!w a\
the
latter
ing the
ength of an antagonist. No. I am
steadily
inTin- Pangor Whiff continues to :i.~k us tin in
betray^
j
by the humblest eili/.en thereof. Hut in some a- recent election- have pr<>\ed that lheyrxi-1 in
frank and candid : and when 1 desire
dw.n
ed, let them pre\ ent a choice, and trust to the N ile's defeat.
we are alike.
luml ([iii'stiims." Here is <mr of them
For instnice, we are \ irginia and Teniie.-»c.e.
respects
The
course of tl c Administration in this matter, j
lint put yntirII olliee, i inform my friends,
both aspirants fora place, with this (inference
rising tide of Democracy to give ti- the next therefore’, is certainlyjmpolitic. while it also gi\ >
Let us :tsk tlie .luimml one uiirstiim : With the
liver since I was g-J years
elf in my plac
Three eandidates not only imlieate the existence
aim to be the next President, with
We. may not succeed, but hel- it> opponents good "reasons for asserting that it is Democrats of half the country in antis against it',
—you
of element-' lor new poiitiea! combinations, as above Legislature.
of age. there is no favor, no olliee. that 1 have
i>ne of the solid grounds whereon
rxi’iiixt ii'i.im.
assurance of success, except
in the
the Democrats of the other half doing ail they
and
every
remarked: hut they indicate also, and still more ler fail than to lie made a cat's paw to save the Republicans based the peculiar reeonstriie*tio.u
[sped of the I hmmeratie party of ()hio, which j
eotild to tlie same end politically, was it reasonable
opinion of the people—while 1 seek an hum- clearly, that party managers desire to measure the
which the y applied to tlu* three States of Vir- to
polie-y
radical
chestnuts
from
mat
i; has not nlwnvs readily granted me. I have I bler
fail
burning,
expect us to prevent their doing some tni'chief?
place with hopes in a disastrous eclipse., strength of the respective political elements at the any
ginia, Mississippi and Texas, was that the peace of
alwavs polied the full I temoeratic vole of my
in the judgment of Mississippi. So polls this hill. This is especially true of the man- tnsi't.s.
the country d<-n aud<-d an early settlement of the
The Whip,'here puts fort It the deception that
except
I'uder (hese eireumstanees, in the
Male to a man.
of the democratic parly.
In Hie arrangement
The fact that Mr. Fessenden voted against ejiie’stions which had so long disturbed the public lias so often been asserted
probable results of the future we both agers
which elected Hamlin to the T. S. Senate, (ten.
by it and other radicould 1 refuse in accept (his nomination when stand adverse to the
t r:t tt« {11 ill it y. Moderate1 men ot all parties, whether |
of I he countrv. I
judgment
of
was
on
for
(inventor:
is far from a sull'n-ient reason or not they relished all the terms of tlit* pre»po>e*d 'cal
Bangor
agreed
Jersey
that
impeachment
none hut Democrats engaged
thev a-kcil me lo take it ? 1 could not, and I In the
prints,
pursuit of your ambition, you are un- but subsequent develnpciuculs caused a change of;
1 accepted it ill full view
Democrats should desert their own settlement, aeapii ’se-cd in this view of the4 exigency, in the rebellion.
therefore accepted.
It is entirely untrue.
The
never doubling that the measure’s would be enforced |
grateful and unscrupulous as the means of plan, from fear that if they did not renominate-Hoy. why
* if all tin
consequences.
Your organ (the New York Sun) in Chamberlain, he would be nominated by the Prino-i friends for the purpose of settling a party in good faith and at the earliest moment.
success.
returns for the Presidential election of lstjt),
erat".
and
thus
;1
he
combination
formed
like
1
those
An important class of citizens yielded to the
v ru swT.r.c ninu.
Tin:
the same breath ridicules the capacity ofyour
lie had
which ha\e swept \ irginia and Tenn< ssee. The quarrel in Mr. Fessenden's favor,
Fifteenth Amendment, not because* they liked negro in tlie states that seceded, show that Pell and
And what will bribe result ni master and dwells with emphasis upon vour renomination was a trick of the ‘•ring,** composed ! voted
liieouTT.i;.
with
his
in
the
but for the reason that they wished to se e- Kveretl received
Senate,
sullrage,
more
votes than either
previously
party
llir <-:in11>.iijen!
peculiar fitness for his ollieo. Your excellent of aspirants lbr the place which .Mr. Fessenden! that in
tha! trouble some te»pie*. ;
an end of agitation on
Stanton's successor, the
appointing
or
Douglas—in
fact nearly one
holds
and
their
friends,
so
and
who
now
friend
became
ahso-;
reckless
in
possess
Another large’ cla>s lavoreel it on principle, wholly llreekenridge
Ml:. I’i-SIH l.roN (emphatically)—Oltrsue(Mr. Tullock)
lute control of tlie
MV will win lIn light. Wo will try the manipulation of your department in the was a shrewd trick."organization of the parly. It President was guilty of usurpations—a vote regardless of the direction in which the.- enfranchis- half of the whole popular vote in those state-.
ed negroes would cast their ballots, and indeed de
inten -t of your ambition and so unmindful of
ecu re tile vi ile of every nun in
that gave immense aid and comfort to the immir u l i.u'sl t
After stating that it was the intention of,
siring that they should bestow them upon whatso- The platform of licit and Kveretl was as
the wishes of the President and the countrv,
< thin ur\| ('nil, b\ nil the honest menus in our
Ills other warm advocate in Purl- ever party they preferred. Still another class, as !
peaehers.
purely patriotic as could he made simply
Tnr elans are already at work, anil that to save yourself from an explosion of the Democrats to nominate <J*»v. Chamber-!
numerous doubtless as both the others, desired that j
jiii\\rr.
the Daily Advertiser, claims that his the colored
land,
"The Constitution and the I'uion." and the
found
it
lation
should
have
the
ballot,
convenient
to
the
hitler
end.
the
prowill lir'iii
popi
popular indignation you
lain, it’ he had failed to receive it from his;
enemy
vided they would always give* it to the eandi<lah*s
vole on impeachment charges was not a polto transfer him to another sphere of scandal[ 111. 1
-i t:s III Tilt: ( AMCAIl.N.
part of the Southern electors voted that
larger
ami
that
next
associates,
present political
of the Republican party. Powerful, however, a*
ous activity, where his talents might be exertitical hut a judicial act that he sat as a judge, this latter
And the Southern people, as a
is, they could never have secured j ticket.
What are the principal issues ed with
Kia1' >i: i i k.
body
if
send
either
can,
him
choose,
less
year
they
effect
and
they
eijual
etlrontry. Virunder the solemnity of an oath, to determine the Fifteenth Amendment without the tacit assent , whole,
in the war. There was no
of the coming canvass in your State?
engaged
of the lirst named class and the cordial co-operation
ginia. Tennessee, Mississippi and Texas (not or Mr. Fessenden to the United States Senate,
The finances, the taritl'. to mention
All:. I’UMU.Ki' in.
whether Andrew Johnson was guilty of high of the second.
This being the ease,
so humble as
appreciable
exception.
anything
a
mvself)
combination
with
the
friends
of
those
by
Mini l'il'iemth AiuenilniiMit are the most ini-I were obstructions in the
Now. while it will not prevent the* ratification of how absurd to talk of it, "a- a
crimes and misdemeanors. 1- Senatorial inDemocratic
way of your success,
the amendment, it will 'certainly shake4 public eon- !
|iorlant «iiifst.itms. I'lie Radicals will take the because through President (Irani’s interven- aspirants, the Argus goes on to say:—
so rare—are the justices of tliat
not
a
call
it
Hell and
rebellion.”
in
the
of
the’
Administration
should
tegrity
high
lidcnee
integrity
Why
side
on
and
also
these,
will
opposition
try to tion, in excluding the proscriptive clauses
1 »! 11 tln»st‘ gentlemen art: outside of the ring,
act from unworthy motives il show that it had favored this measure mainly with Kveretl rebellion ?— or a Constitution and
n ojirn old sores. !.\
condemning our course from the organic law, these States are brought anil neither lias tin* slightest chance for the Senate court so wont to
it>
of
or
even
into
intend
the*
wheedling
coercing
during the war. and by Iu iu”inyc up charges in the I'nion and lirmly welded to his sup- but 1 »y breaking this ring down. (iov. Chamber- —that a single instance of uprightness con- support the entire negro vote. Ami yet we* think it Union rebellion .’ It was more properly the
lain lias a record, a prestige and an independence
of e\trav.ig.iul i". [irndilures of the public
(irant to give
he
ditlieult
for
(ien.
would
extreniedy
dones
all
and
political olVenees, past, present
port. Now this is in direct eonilict with your which make the little managers of his party tear
latter. These men believed that they could
Democratic Legislature.
':111111*\ s by tlir las
any better, or in truth any other reason for the postsystematized
plans, for what (fun. (frant gets him. They cannot use him. they therefore hate future, and compels us to bow down and ac- ponement at this juncture of the elections in .Mis- not have (heir platform under the rule of Lin*
IN mil TWKLl.’s 1TN.VNT.TAI. in tin; next Presidential election
Ml:. ) 1: N >1.1.Ti IN
clearly Mr. him: they tendered him the Portland Post <>i1hv
that in our own party nor any sissippi ami Texa* till the ve*rgeof next winter, ex- coln and his
party, and rebelled. That is the
lloutwell will not get, and therefore have you to shelve him, and he would not be their candidate knowledge
All VSI 1SKS.
cept that the experinumt in Virginia has demonstratfor governor now, only that they feared the people other is to be found such
fidel- e.l that, whatever* the* Republicans may desire or at- true statement of the ease.
incorruptible
the Conservative Republicans who if
denounced
What is your ojiiniou of .Mr.
111at>i; it:k.
they threw him overboard. Senator Fessenden
are for Grant.
That you may obtain the pro- is equally on the proscribed li-t. lie is to be killed ity to simple justice ? We haven't heard that tempt in respect b> negro voters, an inlluential share
To go to the foundation of this biisine -.
1 lout well's liuanciul policy?
of them will give their suffrages to tin* Democratic
who
are
for
because
he voted against impeachment. The whole the Democratic constituents of (Irimes. or
lloutwell.
war at
all.
It
As far as I understand scriptive Republicans,
was
no need of tin
Mu. PuMit.KTTiN.
there
party.
and by some dexterous management and oc- ring are p/ed'/rd to punish him for that act. though 1
We assure (ien. (irant that the* sooikt lie abanor Trumbull, or any other of the seven
Air. 1 Soul well's policy, it consists in buying
Ross,
the
the
criminal
his
real
is
was
forced
oilence
an integrity that
eountr;,
by
superior
ability,
upon
cult political strategy, you have so worked
dons Ibis eowanlly and unprincipled line of pe»Iie\.
the bonds al their market price and in conis a standing rebuke to the corrupt, and a firmness j
anti-impeaching Republicans have taken this tin- heller il will Is* for him ami his Administration. folly of the Lincoln administration. It was
the confidence of the President as to which
threats and browbeating do not terrify. !
tracting the currency. I think that the bonds upon
him to llourisli the club with which you These are qualities which Democrats admire and view of the ease.
the wickedest, crudest, bloodiest deed of
should lie redeemed at their per value. This cause
Mr. Roberts, of Stockton, in a letter to the
break his head, by inducing him to applaud. They are such as are needed to restore
There is another and a very important conwhich any men were guilty since the birth of
would save the is or go per cent, premium intend to
in denunciation of the Conservative purity to the public sendee and inaugurate the rethat in our com- i
which Mr. lSoutwell is paying, and would en- join you
It is that the times Ellsworth American, says
forms which must he accomplished Jo secure nation- sideration in this matter.
tinie. A single iota of statesmanship would
created
his
by
magna- al prosperity. It is true we have gentlemen of
ntents on his demonstration in the Republican
able him just so much the more rapidly to Republicans—a party
are auspicious lor recruiting the Democratic
have pacified the country, saved the liv es of
I object also to his system ol nimity, and triumphant through his encour- commanding ability and high character in our parState Convention, we expressed surprise
pay tin- drill.
it
linantakes
the
The
Rut, sir, your purpose is easily ty, whom we would prefer to sec in the Senate; but parly.
upon
position
two
millions of men, the woes of the maimed,
agement.
It
is
a
now
most
diascontraction.
having
discernible, and has a two-lold object—name- that is not possible under present circumstances. eial issues commends it to tin1 good sense of ■•(hat so small a mouse should have stirred, widowed and
I ons rlicet upon all I lie industrial interests of
orphaned, held back the mob
The
choice
therefore
is
between
such
a
man
as
(:<>v.
to destroy the national Republican party
such a muss." Mr. Roberts does injiistiei
the country, llusiuess is almost paralyzed, ly,
Chamberlain or Senator Fessenden, and the mem- the people. Proselytes are being made daily. up
of thieves front the treason the yoke of debt
in the South, and (hen to reconstruct from it's ber of the
in
did
commentWhat we
!
to himself.
dust look down the streets ol (lineinnati, and
ring who will get the senator>hip if nei<ay.
our successes in the late elections, and
from the necks of tlib people, and kept us, in
shattered fragments a lloutwell partv, with ther of them does. An early Democratic
< inven- Seeing
Then again, we
you call see for yourself.
ill" on (he explanatory speech of Mr. Roberts
tion
next year and the nomination of Chamberlain the Mattering prospects in Ohio and Pennsylno Richmond in the field to strike for
wealth, commerce, statesmanship and prowess
your
have a great diminution of agricut ural labor.
was tins—
crown.
Rut if you cannot succeed in this for governor or some similar arrangement will in- vania, thousands in the State are
inclining
Wheal and corn are now selling for much
the first country on the globe. What we are
a movement
that
will
the
State,
augurate
at
sweep
the
“There
was
a
■scheme of desperate enterprise, you mean to
spectators
perhiugli annms
less than they were a year ago.
With an
elect a legislature, defeat the ring and send an able, towards us. How are we to answer it to these
ceivin'; how small a mouse the radical mountain in these respects, the Whig can took around
ruin everybody else—a result, from the presenormous debt created upon the high prices of
upright, and independent republican to the Senate. men if, like treacherous guides, we lead them had labored to produce."
ent appearances, much more likely to be What will the Democracy of Maine say to it? We,
and see. That's our platform on the war.
an
expanded currency, and the enormous reached.
A little reflection, we think, will convince
Your official intervention for Wells, as an individual, are iii favor of it.' Tin* Argus back, and betray them to the bondage from
Does the Whig understand it ?
taxation couseipicnt upon it, the contraction
for instance, gave thirty thousand majority to will favor it if the party so decide. Hut as pre- which
of tic curreney necessarily brings distress
they are seeking to escape ? We have our earnest opponent that lie was not himself
liminary and essential in any event, whether this
Walker. Your letter to Stokes gave Senterlo course
1
saw
in
the
is
or
not.
to
Ictus
faith
a
our
standard
adopted
Pendleton's nomination is not pleasing to all the
give1
everywlicr.
keep and honor to preserve, that in born of the occasion, and that his speech was
newspapers
an
overwhelming vote of seven- bearer, (fen. Smith, our full strength—our every the estimate of
a
week nr two ago that money commanded Tennessee by
-therefore we alluded to the latter as the New York Demoeraej. [Hunger Whig.
men will
honorable
and
just
All the commer- ty thousand. Your marvellous political sagac- vote, at the approaching election."
loo per rent in New York.
We should rather not take the Whig's word
take the precedence of any longing for the mouse. When we have need to classify the
is now active in Mississippi. Texas will
cial men oft 'incinuati, and the manufacturers ity
That there was a movement on the part of
orator of that occasion, we shall make him a for that.
If tho assertion lie true of anyand
overwhelm
Fessenden
when
and
repeat
crumbs
that
fall
your
calamity,
again
arc cramped to-day for want of currency.
may
with discomfiture and defeat. Superadd leading Democrats to give (fov. Chaniberlain
one New York Democrat, he must lie a very
rat, at the very least.
I'lie pressure upon the banks of Cincinnati by you
Chamberlain shake their tablecloth.
to these results of your unapproachable folly the nomination, if lu; failed to receive it from
merchants of the highest standing in the city
The fact that our opponents are divided,
forgetful or a very ungrateful man. When
the imposition on those States of your iron- the Kadieal
lion. Ebenezer Knowlton,. of Montville,
Convention, we very well know.
is without a parallel, and the brokers on the
Scvniour was nominated, Mr. IVndleton teleclad oath and the alienation is complete, landwith two candidates in the lieht, is the strongIt was authoritatively stated that he felt kindstreet could tell a story as to the interest desays in a letter to the Pro". Age, that he don't
them all in the outstretched arms of Demest, possible argument for holding our own
graphed at once, ottering his services lor the
manded which would astonish you. Mr. llout- ing
for Iliehborn. lie is “satisfied that hatred
Rut the consequence of your folly ly disposed toward the Demoeraey, that he
go
ocracy.
is
our
campaign, and no man labored with so much
Their division
well has great power. In the management
strength, to (iov.
does not stop here. Ohio, Pennsylvania (and counted in its ranks many warm personal party together.
Chamberlain, and intensified opposi- zeal and ellicienoy. And likewise it might tie
of the Treasury he can expand or contract the
is
of
reThe
if
we
are
wise.
parties
history
others will follow) decide their'politieal sta- friends, and that if thrown overboard he
tion to eapital punishment'’ are at the bottom
currency, lie can make hard times or easy tus in October, and the North will echo back
suggested to that New Yorker that the Demoitself. A divided Democracy gave
would seek refuge in the Democratic ship and peating
I think that he ought to use his power
limes.
of the new movement, lie sticks to the crats of ()ltio are
the condemnation of the South and peal in
discord
in
radiperfectly competent to select
radicalism its ascendancy—a
for I lie benelil and interest of the laboring men
General, not that he loves Iliehborn less, hut their own candidates for State oll'iees and to
ears this fact, that there is still left adhere to our faith. Under those circumstanLet
ns
learn
us
to
restore
ol the country, whether they labor by their your
will
calism
power.
of the incorruptible v irtue of the Re- ces, we should have favored his nomination.
Chamberlain more. Wo agree with Elienon elect them.
hands or in the employment of their capital enough
They don't like that New York
make our antagonist
to rebuke you for the wanton repres- We believe that the doors of our church should of our adversary, ami
public
the capital punishment idea, and have never should dictate to Ohio
in commercial and
manufacturing pursuits, sion of that most sacred right—the elective
any better than that
a helper.
and not for the interest of the bondholders anti
be thrown wide open, and that the latest .joincoos',1 to approve of hanging since it so ap- Grant should override
this will not deter you
seen times
franchise—but
have
sir,
Maine
Virginia.
of
The
Democracy
bn ulcers.
from your mad course. You will still persist ed convert should be admitted to full compropriately rounded olf the career of old
hard.
They have borne con- •lolm Erown. It
grievously
our
that
is
munion.
would
welcome
back
We
until
supports
party
every
every prop
Scrioua Firo in RocklanJ.
might have been awarded to
mi: pi.mu.kton's views on tiik tariff.
and oppression—hut have
stricken away, and the whole grand super- prodigal son of Democracy who is tired of tumely, wrong
other members of the party with benelil to the
A tiiv broke nut :il (> o'clock on U ednesdav
Kiii'iurri.i:.
And what is your opinion eon- structure tumbles about our ears in hopeless
lived in the hope of brighter days to come.
tilling his belly with the husks of radicalism, Their craft has bulleted the
<•1 tiijiiyr the tariff?
ruin. When you were appointed Secretary
gales, and country.
morning, among the lime, kilns :it Koekland,
Mr J’KNin.KToN. I would reduce the tariff of the Treasury, and unanimously continued and receive them with rejoicing. Thus far
and lmrncd furiously in the high wind unthreaded the shoals and rocks. Now, with
exis
Dent
Tim
letter, published today,
When it comes
lo die lowest possible limit consistent with the by a Senate of every shade of political opin- we would go, but no farther.
til afternoon. A great many kilns, sheds,
fair breezes and the port almost insight, let cellent
eolleelion ol a sullieient amount ofrevenue ion did you not take an oath to administer to
the rest of the family to spend
reading. In (lie line of verbal slabadvising
us not desert the good old ship.
&o, and a great deal of wood and other mafor an economical administration of the (Jov- your office impartially, and for the exclusive
their substance in the same riotous living and
bing il beats Junius. The Democracy will
I see that our worthy Senator, Mr. objects of its creation ; to collect the revenue,
ernmenl.
terial was destroyed. One vessel was hunted.
new Court House at Hath, a beautiful struc- read il with admiration for the political and
The
Sherman, says in his speech at Canton last and control the finances of the country? Is keep company with the swine, we beg to
exceed Sdn.OOil. Among the
ture, was dedicated last week. An address was personal vim whicti it embodies, mingled with The loss will
Saturday, that he does not know the difference not that office the property of the nation, and dissent.
lion. Henry Tallman, which was respondare William Wilson, Whitney & Co.,
made
losers
by
satisfaction at beholding the widening split in
between the tariff for revenue and the tariff yourself only clothed for a lime with a little
It is a satisfaction to be with the majority
ed to by Judge Dickerson. Thirty years ago. Judge
,1. W. Hunt, Will. Mel.oon, and Wheeler.
for protection. 1 would advise him to read brief authority? Then sir, how do you ex- —but
that great advantage may be pureltas- 1). studied law in Hath, and in hi- remarks Milled the foundation ot the radical structure, the
this present taritf, for which lie voted, and he plain this perversion of its legitimate uses and
We are indebted to the operator of the Westthat
is
tumbidenee
••Satan’s
e\
sure
kingdom
will there see that the packers of lisli in New functions into a means and an instrument of tern dearly. IVesent success is good -but it up some very interesting remiiiDceiices of the days
I'nion Telegraph tor the fart
ern
down."
England pav nothing on the salt which they oppression, to force and compel an election of is not the only nor the greatest good. The cone by.
ling
ry
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WALDO DEMOCRATIC COUNTY CONVENTION.
This Convention met at the Court lion-,
ill Ballast, on Saturday, Aug. 21, and wacalled to order by John B. Wadlin, of lb
fast, chairman of the Count}' Committee.
W. II. Simpson, of Belfast, was chose

Chairman, afid \V. J. Colburn, of Bellas!
and ().
Cammett, of Belmont, Seerctarie
Messrs. March, of Belfast, Smart, of Sear
port, Cunningham, of Belmont, Martin,
Stockton, and Sproul, ofMontvillc. were ap
pointed Committee on Credentials, and M
March, from said Committee, subsequent:
the following list of
which report was accepted.

reported

dulegale

Belfast—.). I’. Wadlin. 1>. S. Lincoln. A.
<.
W. ■). Colburn. W. if. Simpson, W. II. M
Lolian. I'. W. Kothrop, Jolm West, 11. 11. \ I *. ■1
A. .!. Nr\i n*. A. K. Durham. .1. 1». Mureli, I. II
Kaler, d.c. Condon, E. II. Herriman, -I. \
M
Clintock. W F. Bean, A. \. M<huv. II I. J.,.i
Edwin Salmon.1.
Belmont—'r. W. Cunningham. I>
Cneu, «■
c. Cammett. T. B. Thoma*, Kiehftrd Oiv. n.
\
Tower, li. F. Alexander.
Brooks—Waldron Prime. Alonzo Huberts, li. p
I
more,

<

ram.

Frankfort—J. sunburn, Jr., .1. T. Howe, .I<.i,i
Wiswell, A. L. MeCurrison, Stephen Au*pl;o.
-lames Treat, George Kingsbury, Charles l.an
Course llulnies, II. S. Blaek. Epton Treat.
Freedom—>1. F. Elliot. Vlbert Hall, Elisha-bile
Moil, Charles (ilidden. W. S. Keen, Otis Han*
Knowles Bangs, B. Marden.
Islesboro—I )a\ id Bu.mIv. Ib din in l»u..d \. (.•
E. Wallace, M. S. stile*.’
Knox—1). N. Knight. Fn ■••mail Wentwor
dames Hi^ghis, Alexr. Steven*, 1
A. \V. ntwor:
(ieorge Mixer.
L.
Ezra
Cox, Edv
Liberty—W.
Boynton.
'< ilidden, (ieorge Lawson. II. T. (iove.
I.ineolnvilh—>Fos«»pli Miller. W. II. lb-,'.\\
K. I)miean. John < urver, W. It. Mathew*, ...... |
Hall, W. II. Knight. Warren Fame-. l{ol»< r; In »«\
water, Le\ i Mathew*, .1 r.
Monro*—John l>. ( rowell, D. S. Elander* *
( urtis, .1. W. Ni alley.
Montvilh—Leonard Cooper, Cha*. \. Vilen, I
A. Sproul, Harrison Wallace. J. J. < aiu. \
M

Sproul.
.Morrill—( has. A. Wiley, J. E. Thomas, IL Wi
gin*. H. Cushman.
Northport— F. A. Dickey. -I L. Boadcs, < »t
( ummings, da*. M. Ste\m<,
Oeorge Walker. 1 >a\

1 Mankwater.
Palermo—das. S. (ilidden. li. li. Tibbett*, I
arr, .lame* Soule, dames Bidden. Oilman Fren*
Prospeet—II. I>. Ilarriman. Albeit lb rrini
W. A.Oinn, Mark Ilarriman, N. II. Mudgett.
Searsinont—Janie* Fuller, Win. La**e|I. Hm a
I Hinton, Edward Burges*, Lomn/o Sonic, ! I
Craig, Joseph dewett. Daniel Steven*.
\
Searsport—U. I). Smart, W. M. I.arrabe,
bcrt Slovens, Wheelwright sio\rn*.
Stockton—True Omen. li. 1’. Carter. s. I
Ha
E. 1). Libby. Alfred Berry, Harrison Small. o. \\
Crocker, Hubert S. Small, Wibnii Berry
N.
Martin, Sullivan Patterson, sewall Oilmoi*
Swanvllle—Miles Maples. Abram Kimball, ui>
Harri«.
'riiormlike.—John N. Harmon, Elisha Oordot,
Eli Philbriek. A. W. Ward.
Enity—Ansel Perkins, Tho. If ParkhmM.
Whole number of delegates pre*ent, I b*».

<

*.

■

cl' StvanvNIe. \V:iillin.
Messrs. Stapl<
Belfast, I)iini*an, i>1 1.iiu 111\ ill:111< 1 II. I'
Ilarrimau, of I’rospeet, ivnv appt>iiit■ *< 1
Committee to receive, sort and count vnh
tor a candidate lor Senator, and havin'; ,u
teiuh d to that duty made tin l<>11<iv\ i11■
port:
■ •

Whole number of votes thrown
Nucessary to a clnde,
Adams t reat, of1 l-rankt'ort. had

t_‘o
til
lit

llezekiab tferriman ofsteoklon hail
and Adams Treat was iteelared nominati d
On motion of Mr. Wadliu, id' lSetlast, M
Treat’s nomination
Tlte

same

was

Committee

made unanimous.
was

appointed

to

■

reive, sort an 1 eounl votes for a seeond
didatti for Senator, ami reported as follow
71
Whole numlier of votes thrown
all of which
who

for Il/.ra C"\, o| l.ibei’

were

declared nominated.

was

Mi la llan, id' lieli'ad, Stevew

.Messrs.

Xorthjiort. and tiunn,
appointed a t'oinmittei

of Searsnionl

re.eieo,

to

e

■■■

t

t
a e.mdidate for Cotmt\
missioner. and they made the follow in

count votes for

port
Whole number of votes thrown
all of which were for (leot'oe II Wall.n
Jackson, and he was therefore nominated.
The

Committee

same

was

appointed

to

i.

reive, sort and eounl votes for a candidate lin
County Treasurer, and they reported that
votes were east, all for Kdwin Salmond.
Belfast. and he was declared tin nomitn
Mr. Mtireh, id' 15elfast, oll'ered the follow
ini; resolution, which was adopted:
That the resolutions

Resolve.

passed

tho Demin-ratie State Convention I" adopted
by this < on vent ion as demon;; its primiph
and express'n ol the needs of lh, eouutn
.•

Messrs.

W illiam D

Smart, id Se.o port,
Lucius li. Mureli, id lSelfu-t. John A. lbs,eh
etl. of IJiieolnville. (!eori;v <011111. of Searinoiit. and K/.ekiel I. Doe, of Ibirnham, woo
eliosen

Count,\ Committee

a

Voteil

to

II.

W

*’

for the iiexl

\

ir

adjourn.
-si mi-si in.

W. .1. Cui.iu itv, /
(). (
Comktr. s

('Inii

m in

letarii

KNOX COUNTY CONVENTION

Till' I ti

■

Collllty

tone

il

rat

<

•

U111 \

1

of Kuo\ met :it tin

llllVl'lltiilll lor 1 lie
1 >S\ \ ieu lion

t mult'll, on Sat unlay. Alto, l! I :ttnl was on lit M
to onlnr liv Ilt'ii. II K. ()' 1 >rit ii. of Thiiffiia
ton. Chairman of the County Committer

Tin ('oiivontion
till' clloirr of Dr

l"t

tompoi.iril\ nr;r:mi/.eil
Henry < hevelisalrr

ol

TTiolllU'ton, .I- Chairman, alnl Aimer Dillltnn.
of Hope, mill I.. M. St 11 lit. 4 W I'llil' iloli.
SrrlVta

;IS

Ill'S.

(iottlil, of (':miiliii. Tony, of St.
(ieiH'oo, Watts. of T\‘:trt't-ii. anil ITolehor, ol
011111 i 111';' Oil
( :l 11 It 11 11, Worn a I > I It >i' 111 '■ 1 :i *
Credentials, mill tin t >uli-o•• jiit'ii11 v n port' d
that tho whole uiiiiihi'r of iliTr"':iti- pm til
Messrs.

■

tin, whioh report was aeeepteil.
The temporary organization of the

■

was

tiini

'em

on

made the permanent one.
Messrs. Howes, of I’niott, Kinney, of si.
tleoi'ife, Kish, of llope.t 'rawforil ol I'honia
was

Smith, of North Haven, were ap
Committer to srlert a County I'oniniittee for the ensuing year, anil the follow imr
oentlemen were reporteil. ami the report ae-

ton, anil

pointi'il

a

K. OTirien, ol Thoniaston. Ta I
W alker, of
K. IV
Vinalhaveii, .1, K. Merrill, of Iloeklanil, K
C. Kleteher, ol (’annleii. (ialeu Keene, of
K.

eepli'il.

Smith, of Warren.

win

ami S. II .laekson, ol Si. tieoiye
Messrs, ltiee, of tvoeklami, W alt'', "1 \\ ar
roll. Kleteher. of Cannleli. W alker, of Vinalhaven. ami Altlon, of Warren, were appoint

Appleton,

eil

a

('omiiiittee

Adjourned

on

Resolutions.

o’eloek 1’. M

to

AkTKRXOI

in

Messrs. ltiee, nl' Kocklaml. AM' ii "1 W aranil Keating, nl' Ai>|>N-I<>n. »'riv ippoint
»•
sort and muni
nl a (’onunilleo In
reu

votes for

atli’nileil

a

candidate I'nr Senator, anil lia\ in;’;
tlial ilut\ mail.' the following n

In

port:
Whole number ol’ votes thrown
Necessary to a ehoiee
I’hilamler.I

<

o()
-Jti

'arlelnn, of ('anulenliail :!(i

It. S. Torrcv, of St.

(inirge,

hail

II

Scattering
anil Mr. Carleton was declared noniinateil.
The ballot for a second eaniliilale Itu- Sena
follow
tor re allied a

Whole number of votes thrown
Xi co.";u'\ to ;i choice.
H. S. Torroy had
s
]
Young, of Washington, had

1

Co

GENERALITIES.

Fleas, bed-bugs and small-pox

luxuries

31
Thu man with

29

They have

2<>

bug"

“lire

in Dover, X. II.

Four brigs and three schooners are now being
! built in Belfast, the Journal says. [Portland Adv.

">

Scattering

a

tail is dead.

a

wa.^no choice.
No it don't. They are building at Rockland, and
\ *u eond ballot resulted in the nomination the Gazette tells about it.
Grant has dined with Fiske. Jr., and no end of
Kuggh"• s I'orrey, of St. (ieorge.
lucre

Mi.- foil-»winic is tin1 result «>1 flu ballot for wine was punished. His excellency don't belong
to Brother ILichborn's party.
,nt \ ( \>miui>sioner :
Whole miniber <->1 votes thrown

bo

Ne-

2b

es-arv to a

choice

19

M. (rleason had

I.

The radicals themselves are complaining about
the administration. They say that Grant and all
the high otlieials ire gallivanting all over the cotintrv. and there i-> nohodv t" attend to business.

29

Abner I Minton, of I lope, had

ie \. Y. Nation says tlx* Republican party G
sjdittingon “the* question of the lit ness of faithful
rascal> for important public offices.v
l

2

Scattering

purchased by

the,

among the
who ride in the
to be believed.

is

war*

»

>

...

unity tie nominee*, of this t .invention, with
o
in aiie.-that i.\ iheir cleel ion they will seeiirc
e
of if.-iitieineii ot eliaraeter and ability
a 11
w ill adorn th
olliee*. for w hi« h tin are selecld.
of 111i- (’onveil\ it-d th.it the

linn !m■
ni i!;•

proceeding:*,
i>ul)Hsltc<l ill the Ii.*jnil)li<-:in

A
!

N MI

\l

I ll

Joui-mil

"N.

-'ll l-l.l.',

S

one

to

three

dock which ha> cost a million pounds sterling,
and ha- been nine years in building, ha- just been
•ompleted at 11 nil, Ktighilld.
A

Amkuuan and Knci.isu Hoatixc.
Ahull
I'li' 1 >. 11!• •< ;»l nt' Liurnlii County held
interest is felt concerning the result of the rowing
uiiiumI enuveutinu ;il Wisonsset, on L7ili match to take
place in Ihigland between an Ameri!-i. I ri.tli H
Woodward. of Ihmiari-vottn. can crew from llavrard University and one from
v
-<•!<• 'i'll for it- j>r- --i11 inyr ollieer.
the Kngiish Oxfords,
The Americans are now
~

del l\

llutohiujjs, of Dninariseotla,

itm >n-l\

11 n<

uni nut

as

the Thames, and compelling, in
many r«-peits. tributes of admiration from those
who witness their rowing. Heavy sum- will be
staked on the result.

daily practicing

was

for

:t

Mulligan, of Nolile"ii, as a eainliilate for County Commission:tinl .):mii■
t, was
I'aylor, of \\ i~:i
Senator: .1 allies

iii

train hound for
A lady while taking
trip
Pittsburg, <m Wednesday night, gave birth to three
babies.
on

a

Ex-Chief Justice Tenney died at his home in
Xorridgewoek on Monday, lie was si years of
age.
Two young ladies wore recently saved from
drowning while bathing in tlie port of (Jcnoa by the
gallant conduct of Messrs. (Jrcgory and Thompson,
otiieers •*! the American tlagship Franklin.

But the Chambcrlainites who wet their
lines ami their throats at the other place should be
looked after. 'Where the Hichborn men tish h is

great.

not

yet been discovered.

Goiug down the buy on the
one day last week, we noticed

lishing off Saturday

steamer

Richmond,

a boat load of
girls
Cove—a sort of women's riglits

excursion—with not a man on board.
many summer visiters in that vicinity.

There

Mi

on

\. C. lirewer, formerly Miss ( ox, of Mississippi. in a published letter, minutely describes

—

s.

cient and lish-like smell, which so offended the nostrils of the city that the- authorities ordered the

prize

t"

be towed oil" again.

found

plains.

The whole distance to
an actual sulngrade.
Burnham is 33 miles. This is making excellent

to

progress.

days,

for siooo.

Hon. E. F. PilFhury, lias recently sufli red ;» sefamily affliction in the death of his son, Ilion

vere

The concert by Mr. Davenport and his associates,
Friday evening, was well attended, and we
think gave excellent satisfaction. Miss Ridgeway
has a pure soprano voice of great power and sang

sweetly several pleasing ballads.

Mr.

i- :i

■

iimliil.-itf fiir t'limity

fivas-

silver

.some

ware

mysterious, namlrroiorkhi; Ponders wi
be

mailed to you, post paid.

1 bo*

$1, O boxes $5

ti-itsp

Dr. Ham’s Aromatic

Invigorator

Removes from the system the ill effects caused by the excessive use ot aleholic liquors, and effectually
the appetite for these stimulants. It gives tone to debilitated mucous surfaces. Effete matter is removed from
the system, thereby restoring it to normal healthful condition. As a medicine it is quick and effectual, curing
the most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia, Kidnev Complaints, and all other Derangements of the Stomach and
Bowels in a speedy manner. This elegant preparation
has stood the test of years. A wine-glass full before eating will give a good appetite, and prevent all sutferingLadies of weak and delicate constitufrom indigestion.
tions should take the Invigorator three times a dav. A
wine glass full before retiring will insure sweet and rc
freshing sleep. All the proprietor asks is a trial, and to
induce this he has put up the Invigorator in pint bottles
ut 50 cents—quarts, $1.00 Principal Depot. 45 Central
wharf, Boston. Sold by all druggists.
Sold in Belfast by S. A. HOH ES A CO.
In Stockton, by JTOHA .31. .4.31 E* and .31RS. K».
E. KIMBALL.
tf5

destroys

[Obituary notices, beyond
be paidfor,]

TtlF.

astonished the audience with the volume of his
voice. The performance of Prof. Wallaeh. on the
harmonica, gave his hearers new ideas ot the capabilities of an instrument so simple in the hands of
one so skillful.
Rock port. A correspondent informs us that the
extensive alterations and repairs in the Fpiscopal
church at Roekport are about completed. A line
and

costly clock, the gift ofCarleton, Norwood A Co#
being set up. Also a line bell of one thousand
pounds weight, purchased by subscription of the
citizens. The people of the village feel justly proud
of these improvements, and especially so of the generosity and public spirit of Messrs,!’arleton, Noris

The lirst of the series of diree games of Base Ball
between the Penobscots of Bangor and the Passa-

pected.

On Tuesday morning an Italian boy. stopping at
the American House, leaned upon a chain at the
end of the piazza, which broke, and lie fell into the

now

■

-i

■

■

1

ri

1

>

—

|

1

■

1

1

0

1

j

1

Wharfage

mem-

from lilaekliawk in a loud voice, which
S
heard all over the house, that he would
'o
to vote lor the hill provided the gentleoi
from lilaekliawk would consent to a
!;.-lit amendment of the hill, hv striking out
ingle word and inserting another in its
H-t'o.
The gentleman from lilaekliawk
'"“inplly assented to the proposed amend"i, whim the gentleman from Lee proposed
1 tike out
the word “bird” and insert the
A u'd
“republican” the hill would then have
"I a
bounty of live cents for every black
1
publican scalp. It is useless to state that
h'
gentleman from lilaekliawk withdrew his
II 1 nt to
amend, and the. hill was defeated
U|l| .| the
uproarious laughter of his repuhIII trie mb.
who enjoyed the joke hutrely.

[Exchange.
Then the light must have come
most likely from the Age office.

from the earth-

At the Democratic Comity Convention for Kennebec county hold at Augusta Wednesday. llon.T.
L. Stanton. Bradford Sawtelle and C. A. White,
were nominated for Senators. V. !>. Pinkham for
1
ounty Treasurer and KniervO. Bean for Coitntv

Attorney.
It is now said-that the “moral influence. if not
tlic active political
power, of the administration
will Pc used against Dent” in
Mississippi. If only
the "moral" influence of the Grant administration
is used, Dent won't be
milch damaged, [Philadel-

phia Ago.
I In-

Portland

Sunday Advertiser, which makes
opposition to liipior prohibition its leading feature,
welcomes the Prog. Age as a convert and
copies

apprm inidy it

recent

article

Storage,

Housekeepers,

who are laying in
supplies of preserved fruits, will he
tlie Whitall Patent Atmospheric Jars,
Mr. \Y ells. ’I hey have been used by

their yearly
pleased with
Ami take no other. Sec that the portrait of Dr. Clarke
advertised by is
upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine.
ladies in our They are purely vegetable and will not intoxicate, tisp
city who give special attention to these matters, and
with tlie most decided success. Next to the
perm. .a..
fection with which they preserve the contents, their
great merit is simplicity or construction. A vul-

oTjrjXjKTua-ixr,

House &

SEWING MACHINE
THE BEST.

the purposes named in the 2>th .Section of the
Bankrupt
Act of March 2, 1S67.
WM. G. CROSBY, Assignee.
Belfast, August 1'.', 1809.
2w7
District Court

of tiie

In the matter of

rupt.

United

t

In Bankruptcy.
ot Maine.
j
WILLIAM P. COLEMAN, a Bank-

States, District

SECOND GENERAL MEETING of the CicdX itors of said Bankrupt will be held at Belfast, in
said District, on the 19th day ot October. A.
D., ],n',9
at •'} o’clock, P. M., at the otlice ot Peter
Thacher,
one of the Registers in
Bankruptcy, in said District, to
wit: at the office of the Register ot Prob ite, for the
purposes named in the 27th Section ot the Bankrupt Act ot
March 2, In!?.
MARSHALL DAVIS, Assignee.
Belfast, August 19, 1869.
Mw?

rpiIE

Esq’

District Col kt of the United
States. District ol Maine.

1

j
|
I

the

date,name

and aye, must

Disnucr corur of the United
States. District of Maine.

MARRIED.
In Waldoboro, Aug. 10, Mr. Cyrus
Cinda F. Benner, of Noblcboro.

SHIP

Creamer to Miss

NEWS.

ARRIVED.

Aug. lsth. Schs Adaline Ryan, Boston, Sarah Buck,
White do.
2*th. Sells Convoy, Smalley .Calais, .lack Downing,
Kimball do.

royal.

Notice

IS ORFUL STUFF TO STICK,
EVEUY1J0DY

IS

WISHING

TO

persons

1IUV

are

HERSEY & WOODWARD,

to

>

i»axiv1H

1N

i,tc

the Public.

B. NOYES,
of said town for the
Lincolnville, by
sum of i? 100, dated the llth day of
1>*m.
April,
The town having received no equivalent or consideration for said orders, and the said Noyes having heretoloie waived all claim to payment of the same, their payment will be resisted by the town in a suit ai law,'if
liecess cry.
W. K. DUNCAN,
Selectmen
)
W. 11. IIODOES,
ot
ROBERT DR IN lv W A TER,) Lincolnville.
Lincolnville, August Jl, ]st>q.
;tw;
to

To the Honorable County Commissioners tor the Countv
ot Waldo.
IITlIKltKAS the **Belfast and Moosehead Lake Kailroad Company” by their President and Directors
thereunto duly authorized and empowered, have heretofore tiled with said Commissioners their location ot said
Railroad from the north and south road passing through
the village of 1’rooks, in said County, to its junction with
the Maine Central Railroad in Clinton Core, in tin*
County of Kennebec, which location has been by said
Commissioners approved and recorded.
And whereas said Railroad so located crosses the fol- At a Probate Court held at
Belfast, within and for the
lowing described highways, between the highway in
County «f Waldo, on the second Tuesday of August in
the village of Brooks before named and the point :it I
the year ot our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-nine.
which It strikes Clinton Gore, to wit : highway between
W. SPROWL, named Executor in a certain
Marsh Stream and Hemlock Hill; highway on Leathers’
instrument purporting to he the last will and testaMats; highway near the residence of Renjamin Leathers; ment ot Amos Sprowl, late of Winterport, in said Counhighway leading from the main road to Sawyer’s Mill, ty of Waldo, deceased, having presented said will lor
highway near Sawyer’s Mill, all within the town of! Probate.

W

f.

PROBATE

NOTICES

JOHN

Street,

lot of'those <>l<*l»ial*il
Machine* equally goou ter line or heuvy work.
Sewing Machines are too well known to requiie »nv
detailed essay on the great advantages they are capable ot
received another

rendering
There

v.

three Town Ord
VLL
JOSEPH
given
ot
the Selectmen

G-LU- EN E

54 Main
just

have

ers

to all classes of

are

prices

ious

hereby cautioned against purchasing
rs

people.

at present many styles of Machines, at v
in the market, making it important that t*n>

should understand the

ing intelligently prepared
i

qualities of each, thus In-comsecure the one best adapted

to

their wants.

tc

The merits attached to the \V1 !.l> n
of construction, convenience of u-in
m,- t

simplicity
of

u<‘as

arrangement, .tc.
given an I satisfaction gu

l ull instruction'

II HUSKY S. \V«

»<

ir

intee.t.

>l»\V A It 1

>.

tiPUoiiu'tiib- r that at .’»! TJ.iin Hiceet, v«m can buv
h Wred Family Favorite Keuin^ Machine.
fore: sh, on its installments or on the work pi m. Perms
arc o: sy and the Machine the BF.S 1
Belfast. July gs, 186'J.
tt'i
especially Ladies,
'VIJ’ANTKl>—A*nts,
work
▼V
Catherine L. lloech.-r ami !i

lor

m-w

irrf« 15. «•!.
by
Stowe, called i'hi’ American Woman's 11 oni •. which
every girl, woman ami wile who has, or de-ir.
!■> n:<\
an mmomical, healthful, beautiful ami t 'tiri•
Home
'*

t.r

..

should possess,

book which has n«
among !.:..\
11. A. lUiUWN
Agents. Apply
('(>., 1 hil.T'olo
ot Illustrated Hooks, for circulars, terms, ami exclmov
territory in New England, School street, Poston. -w
a

to

Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Kheumatism, Nctiralgia,
Female Complaints, Sell-Abuse, ami all dillieult *1 it
eared by the lllrctro
otlU.itctl 13.«tSa<• ami
Vejjeliilde ISrniiMlic’i at the
«-

Allil'STA DISPENSAUY. Alt.! STA. AIMAK.
L. A. SHATTUCK, M. D.,
Superintending Physician
Dr. Sliattuck’s

in

success

aid Operating Surgeon.
curing Cancer w ithout the

knile, and the worst iorms of disease wit ion! mineral-.

i-too well known to need comment.
tions confidential. Charges moderate.
1*.
&LV."

All communi.

llr. MliuitiH-lt'4 ''Treatise
**<‘111 free.

<

on

Important Testimonial.
Philadelphia, .July :io, is.;*.
We, the Faculty (d the Kolectie Medical Collegeot i*hi1
adelphia, take great pleasure in tiling the attention ot
the community to the smv ssful treatun-nt ot i' timers, hy
L. A. Sll A 1 iTClv. Al. D.. Aug i-ta, M tine, il is t real
is the best and most se.ienttlie in the Fnited State-,
tailing it adopted iit time. We also highly endorse
treafment of Consumption, and Chronic’ Pis. a-egenerally. In those important specialities Dr. shathiek
has no superior —lie h is tin* unanimous endorsement ot
our Facultv.
Witness our hand ami se;tl this July ;• n1i.
lSti'.'.
.JOHN PLCII AN AN. M. D.,
tf(‘>
Clerk v»t the Faculty.

ment
never

his

Ordered, That the said John W. give notice to all
Highway near Stantial’s Mill, highway between last persons interested by causing a copy ol this order to
named and Abbott's Summit, highway between residence be published three weeks
successively in the Republican
of Simeon Powell and .lames Hagley, highway near
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Haskell's school house all within the town of Knox, and Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
the highway in the town line between the towns of Knox
County, on the second Tuesday of September next, at ten
and Thorndike.
of the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any tl ey haw,
Highway near tin- residence of A. K. Rumps, at Station why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
; Belfast & Moosekead L. R R. Co
No. 1H3X50, and highway near the resident-„* of A. K.
ASA THl’RLOL’HH, Ju ige.
Rumps at Station No. 1H9X.'»0, both within the town of
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
c>
T a meeting of the President uti l 1 >in t«*r- of si
Thorndike.
held at their oHieo, iu tlu* city "l Belfast,
1
Highway near the residence of Joseph Stevens, high- At a Probate Court held at Belfast within and for the on tin*Company,
loth iust., it was voted
way near the Files school house, highway leading from
Ordered, Tli it tin freasuivr In* ins: rude i ; < ai\ <* noCounty of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of August in
main road to Hunt’s Mill, highway leading from Unity
the year of our Lord eighteen huudred and sixty-nine. tice to all subscribers tor stock in th »'• >:u|> mv. who
Village to Troy and Thorndike, highway leading from
their i>.sessment s, madi and now due on
XV. ULOOL), son of Susannah Blood, latent h;n i' not pai
Unity \ ii.age to Bangor, highway on the Horse-back so
Knox, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having their stock, that in th** event oi their neglecting to pa*
called, all within the town of Uniiy.
the .same, on or before September **th,' l>•'»'.», the I.-aI
a petition that Josiah (’handler, of said Knox,
Highway leading from Unity Village to Burnham Yil. presented
be appointed Administrator on said deceased's es- measures to ontoro* payment will be taken imtnediateh
lage, highway called the Lamed or Lurnard road, high, may

JOSKl’ll

tate.

way leading to McAllister’s farm, or Berry place, all with
in the town of Burnham.
Wherefore said Company respectfully pray that said
Commissioners may determine in writing the conditions
and manner of crossing said highway by said Company’s
road, according to the lorm ot Statute in such case made
and provided.
And whereas there are certain highways in which
changes and alterations are required to facilitate the
crossing the same by said road, as located, to wit: tinhighway on Leathers’Flat, in the town ot Brooks, and
the highway near the residences of Simeon Powell and
James Bailey in the town of Knox.
Wherefore they pray that said Commissioners may
authorize said Highways to be raised or lowered, or the
course thereof altered so far as is necessary to facilitate
the crossing of the same by said road, and to prescribe
the way and manner in which the same shall be done,
according to the form of the Statute iu such case made
and provided.
Dated at Belfast the twentieth day of August, A. 1).
l *<;•>.
Belfast & Moosehcad Lake Railroad Co., by
A. HAYFORI), President.

Waldo, ss.

County

Commissionkus’

Tl\KM,A. 1). 16<H>.
the loregoing petition, Orderul,

K subscriber hereby gives public notice to till eonX. corned, that she basin u duly appointed and taken
upon herself the trust of Administratrix ot the estate of
Janies Marden. late ot
Stockton, in the
County of \\ aldo, deceased,by giving bond as the law directs. she therefore requests all pt-rsmis who are imicbte.i
to >aid deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and
those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit tin
same lor settlement to her.
0
MARY MARDKN.

r|'MI

Couut, Au-

That tin*

next,
day
one o’clock P. M.; and thence proceed to view the route
set lorth in the petition; immediately alter which at
some convenient place in the vicinity,’a hearing of the
parties and their witnesses will bo had, and such further

Folsom

taken in the premises, as the Commissioners
shall judge proper. Ami it is further Ordered, that notice ot the time, place and purposes of the Commissioners’ meeting aforesaid, be given to all persons and Corporations interested, by serving an attested Copy ot said
Petition with this Order thereon, upon the Clerks of the
towns of lfrooks, Knox, Thorndike, Unity and Burnham,
and by posting up the same in three public places in each
of said towns, ami by publishing the same in the Progressive Age and Republican Journal, public Newspapers
published in said County; said publication and each ot
the other notices to be thirty days before the time appointed for said view, that all may appear and be heard
if they think proper.
Attest—S. L. MI LI.I KEN, Clerk.
Copy at petition and Order ot Court.
Iw7
Attest,—S. L. MILLIKEN, Clerk.
measures

Tkum,
1^.
the foregoing petition, Ordered,

Coukt,

Au-

PRESERVE

ON

MILLIKEN,

The best in the Market for

11IR, schooner SENATOR, .14 tons O. M.
in j»oo(l order and well found in sails,
rigging, cable, Stc. Will he sold very low.
Is

1C. 11. UAltONEIt,

llucksjioit.

New Vest
fl t
er

Sc

Son's

new
over

tirm
S. Sire
aiv.p

KKY. S

N.

HnWI'U., \. M., I*i;i\<

i!■ \i

Belfast & Mooschead Lake Rail
road

Company.

i

A

:i

mooting ol the 1’rrsidmit. and Dirt

1Company,

hold at tin ir

(

rtovs ..| said
Wif in tin' C.ty of Doll

iust., it was vott ti, that an a--^mii, nt la* math
of sovonty por con turn on inch ant ill id ihr -hairs m
| said Corporation, and that the amt* hr paid t » it- I t. :t
at his other in suit! ntv, on or brfore t ho fitfIt day I
T. C« )L15l’ li.N in asun ia
September next.
:,u
Relfast, August 2, Isti'.*.
on

the Jtl

Inrrr,

THE GREAT CAUSE

Pickles,

OR ANY DESCRIPTION OF FRUIT THAT
REQUIRES A1U TlCIi r SEALING.

OF

HUMAN

MISERY.

They are cheap,neat, convenient, handsome, and easily Just Published, in it Seeled
/v/.v si
ts.
managed. No tamily that has tried these jars will be A liiMin»•«» on tlio .\ii(ur«>,
Tri>iUiiii>ikt and
without them. There is no fussing with melted wax, or
of
Radical Cure
Seminal Weakness, or Spermatorrhea,
any sticky compound, but a neat cap of glass is forced induced
by Sell-Abuse; Involuntary Kuiissious, Imp"
down by a metallic screw upon an India Rubber packing
tency, Nervous Debility, and Impediments to Marriage
that hermetically seals the jar in an instant.
generally; Consumption, Fpihpsv. and Fits; Mm.i!
ftyr-CALL AND SEE TUEM.JUr
ami Physical Incapacity, &e. -~Hy Roll. .1. Cl !.\ I i;
WKLLS, IMieuix lion.

«EOR»i: €*.

j

MR. WELLS keeps on hand the host, assortment of
FRIJIT to be found in the Market. PEACHES, PLUMS,
(QUINCES, CRAB APPLES, &c.,&c,as fast as they come
in Season.
2m7

YY

TO

.ST. 1,1.

GLU-ENE,

in every county in the State. Can make from Three
to I'ive Dollar* a day.
Cor full particulars address—
«L1.KAE 9IA.1II I tCTCIIIIlft CO.,
It
Sit., notion, iTIatt,

WKLL, M. I.)., Author ot the Green Rook,” \c.
The world renowned author, in thisadmirabh lavtuiv.
clearly proves from his own experience that thewviul
couse«iuenc* s ot Self-Abuse may be eifectually ivnun.-.l
without medicine, and without dangerous urgical op.■rations, bougies, instruments, rings <>r cordials, pointing,
out a mode ot cure at once certain and elfeefual, by w hich
every sufferer, no matter what his condition may bc,tnu\
cure himself cheaply, privately, and radically,
t his 1, <
ture will prove a boon to thousands and thousands.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad.lr.s-.
on receipt ot six cents, or two postage stamps, h\ ad-

dressing

the

publishers.

Also, DU. Cli LVKRWIvLI/S “Marriage < iui.le,” prico
Address tlic publishers,
Him: a < o..
C114M j. i
Bowery, Xen l oik, Dost Dtlice r.ox

1*£7

lyr:to

For SaleBrigadier’s Island, Searsport,
improved
short-horned stock. Apply t«»
ON young
K. A. CROSS.

Notice to Lumbermen-

some

I

Searsport, Aug. II,

lOwG*

For Sale.
IIOUS10

ANl)

MTIIK

I.AN1) ON WALDO

Avenue, formerly owned and occupied by Capt.
James A. Russ, deceased.

For terms apply to
C. CROSBY.
3\v5

IV,

copartnership
rpiIK
“HALLS ,A

<-x;istin™ under Hi.siyI.■ ol
COOl'KIl" expiriug bv limitation
.JL
next month—tlic-y otrcr lor solo their proper! v situated m
Lost Sullivnn, consisting of shout om- thousand acres of
timber land, throe stave mills, a circular saw mill, ami
some other machinery, a
wharf, sluices, ami .,11 the
needful appurtenances belonging thereto. All lb.- ..
is in good running'order, and will be sold at a
bargain
and oil the most liberal terms—in order to close
up Unconcern the coining (ail.
Lmpiiro at the store of Halls A
Cooper, liellast,or ot the proprietors on the premises,
tlo
HALLS -A cuon it.

ATTENTION! LADIES!!
Do you waut

a

really good article

Mend ovorything liablo to got

IF

Shop-

Vest makers wanted at the
MdOKl-KIt
HUTCHINSON,
store, No. pit tt.1111 Wt reel

FKUBY.N’. 11.,on Na lut.i A (Vmivr I II. K.

HKKD'S

Preserving

Poaches, Plums, Tomatoes,

Belfast, Aug. <>, 1S(»‘>.

Fishing Vessel for Sale.

GRANITE STATE

YOUR

Whitail's Patent

Corporations

Newspapers published
appointed

IN

improve-

F 11 XT I rr !

T*STEn-l«EJiTS

That the County
Commissioners meet at Dummer’s Hotel in Unity
on Monday the 27th day of September next, at one
o’clock P. M. and thence proceed to view the route set
forth in the Petition; immediately after which at some
convenient place in the vicinity, a hearing of the parties
and fheir witnesses will be had, and such further measures taken in the premises, as the Commissioners shall
judge proper. Audit is further Ordered, That notice ot the
time, place and purposes of the Commissioners’ meeting
interaforesaid, be given to all persons and
ested by serving an attested copy of said Petition with
this Order thereon, upon the Clerks of the towns of
Unity and Burnham, and upon each ot the supposed land
owners named in said Petition, and by posting up the
same in three public places in each of said towns, and by
publishing the same in the Progressive Age and Republican Journal, public
in said
County, said publication and each of the other notices to
be thirty days before the time
for said view,
that all may appear and be heard if they think proper.
Attest—S. L. MILLIKEN, Clerk.
Copy of Petition and Order of Court.
Iw7
Attest—S. L.
Clerk.

using

privilege

of me, will be dealt with as the law allow.s.
Certain mischievous persons have reported that I have
left Belfast. Numerous living witnesses will testily that
such is not the case. I have no intention of leaving.
And I will give public notice when l do.
tl7
CALVIN MOORE, 1). l>. S.

Company

gust

Notice

Advantages,—lictired location, y*-t easy <>t ncees-. No
or pin cos of idle resort; 1 nil eori^ ot t.acini
saloons,
plate.
Any dentist in this county infringing upon this Thorough instruction, a •.
or
right,
any person weiring such plates, not purchased
l'upil.s received at a n :im\ .>end Id: «'irctilar. 'm.

empowered,

MAINE.

Camp Meeting

Plates.

Waldo County, I lake pleasure in
t>» tlie public as a discovery ot
I housunds oi persons cun testify to the in
"rout merit.
convenience of having their plates drop at any unexpected moment, while outing or speaking, and having part icles of food, herry seeds, &e., collect under them, By the
use of this improvement, nil difficulty is overcome.
You
cannot throw the plnte from its place by any movement
or pressure of the tongue.
Neither do you have to learn
to keep thwm in their place.
We not only get but retain
the Atmospheric pressure over the entire surface of the

fore tiled with said Court of County Commissioners,
their location of said Railroad, from the highway leading
tr im Unity Village to Thorndike, to Clinton Core, so
called, in the County ot Kennebec, which location has
heretofore been approved by said Commissioners and
recorded.
And whereas said road as so located passes over iaml
owned, i-o far as your Petitioners have been able to ascertain, by the following uamed persons, severally to wit:
i). Dumtuer, B. Bartlett, J. Bartlett, Chandler Estate, S.
C. Stevens, J. Chase and J. Whitmore, in the town ot
Unity; P. Ames, B. B. RicklitT, E. Braley, II. Bruley,
Hunter & Dixon, II. Fernald, Ward Mason, J. Whitten,
W. R. Whitten. Elias Milliken, N. E. Murray, D. McAllister, W. W. Harden, and Dennis J,. Mllliken in the
town of Burnham, and other parties to your Petitioners
unknown.
And whereas said Company is desirous to take so
much of the land aforesaid covered by said location and
contiguous thereunto, as may be required for the construction and necessary convenience of said road, as provide! by law.
Wherefore said
respectfully pray that you,
the said Commissioners, will proceed, after due notice to
the parties interested, to estimate the damages sustained
by the parties whose land may be required and taken lor
the purposes aforesaid, according to the form of the statute in such case made and provided.
Dated at Belfast the twentieth day of August, A. D.
18«W.
Belfast & Moosehead Lake Railroad Co., bv
A. IIAVFORD, President.
STATE OF

Denial

ment in

Moosehead*Lnkc Rail-

County Com mission kus’
A.
1809.

x

olloring it

road Company” by their President and Directors,
WHEREAS
thereunto
have heretoauthorized and

Waldo, ss.

In reby given that I have diminished t
U< * 1 > K It 1 < K Nl. H t lilt, his time du ri n :■
the remainder ot his minority. I shall pa\ none t iii
debts, or claim any of his earning alter this date.
hlioUhi. i * A i; i;
Att« st— Urssi-Jt.i (;. l'v
North llaven, August hi, l-*.'
mv son.

Improved Patent

Atmospheric-

County Commissioners ot the County ot

duly

Freedom Notice
O l id: is

"VJ
^

Boat Lost.

Monday

the “Belfast &

1. fiiUll'lfV lYea-urer.
iw'»

r|lII

County
Commissioners moot at the Store ot Michael Chase
ON
in Brooks,
the 1th
ot October
at

To the lion.
Waldo.

\V.

Belfast, August 11, IsiD,

order to in
t the auuu ;l evpeu-,
,>i our t'atnp
Meeting, and to pay the del it o! the a^s. d.it ion, now
amounting to several hundred dollars, it ha> !*« .m d. -in d
to raise a rev- line as billows—
All persons coming to the ground by water, will be :e
•
juired to pay ten cents each, and those coming by land
twenty cents for each horse driven on the ground.
K subscriber hereby gives public notice to all conlickets will h
tarnished lio.its and vessels on appii
X corned, that he has been duly appointed and taken cation to V. S. WKKD.or .1. I. lil* KB.-VN K, Bangm
11.
himself
the
ot
.1.
or
I lv V IN' (’\l.l‘l.li\VOOl». Delias.
trust
Kxceutor
the
WOilK.S
of
last
will
of
upon
Jonathan Treat, late of Frankfort, in the County of UKV. (iidO. 1'UATT, Uoeklaud. I'- r order <'oiuniittee.
bond
as
1>A\ ID UKOU N < hairmaii
the
law
directs
he
Waldo, deceased, by giving
;
therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, anil those
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same lor
o
settlement to him.
WILLIAM I’RKAT.
ON th,.1 iii*;ht ol Mil- 7ili. from my w!i.ul
in Ih'lfa.-J, a «!,*.•> 1,1 Ii «-t Iuny;. <a«I ;i j.l.mk
* *1 and
painted cream culm*. Had in her it
s
tlit* tim two pair* ot oar- ami
I• *n •rail »ti
koj* lo which a horst -maekcr. I hook w.i- at
tactual.
»11 m yis mg m!
Any |u*r>-nn returning I lie
mat ion whore it may In- t.mml, will he \vi 11 r. war-ii .1.
.)< *11 N
(OMtON.
Having purchased of DU. FOI.SOAI Hie
:;w„Belfast, An-. 11, ls.;n.
exclusive
ot
this

gust

on

thereafter.

Ordered, That the said Joseph give notice to all persons
interested by causing a copy of fids order to be published
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a l*robate Court, to
be held at Belfast, within ami for said Countv, on the second Tuesday of September next, at ten of the clock be for*
noon, and shew cause, it any they have, why the prayer
ot said petition should not be granted.
ASA TIH KI.OI’CII, Judge.
A true copy. Attest —B. I*. ITi.i t), Register.
f.

STATIC OF MAINF.

Ship Painter,

canized rubber ring tits into a depression in the lip
FAFKIt-UANGING, GRAINING, GLAZING, WIIITK
ol the jar, the glass cover comes down
upon this
WASHING, KNAMKLING ANU VARNISHING.
with a beveled edge. An iron bar damps under
Painting and Papering Front Kntrics, Parlors and Sitthe edge of the mouth, with a screw that forces the ting Rooms made a specialty.
cover securely down until it is rendered
GRAINING WITH “MACH INK,” IN OIL.
air-tight.
Tin y can he closed or opened almost instantly—
*Sr All work done In the beat manner. Orders left on
Slate promptly attended to.
whereas in other jar- it i- a tedious process. Call
Shop In next building north of New Kngland House
and see them.
UIUI1 ST., B FT, FAST, AIK
OmapSI

dankriptcy.

by
mortgage deed
dated May J*>, lN> J, and recorded in the Waldo
Registry,
Book lL' t, page :u*>, conveyed to me the
following described parcel ot laud, with tin* house thereon
standing,
situated in Belfast, and being a part of lot No.
in the
first division of lots in said Belfast, and
extending fifty
feet one way and seventy feet the other, and
the
being
same land and dwelling house
conveyed to said Eaton,
by me, by my deed ot May J>, lvc,, reference thereto
may be had lor a particular description, and whereas
ihe condition ot the said
mortgage is broken, by reason
whereof 1 claim a foreclosure.
A MAS A T. PATTERSON.
Augusts, lStVJ.
•! wT*

GLU-ENE
A >,'I I

T
in

Mortgagee’s Notice.
JDI1N B. EATON, formerly of*Belfast,
lyilKREAS
io the County of Waldo,
f T
his

Merriain, Clark, Boston, Mazurka,

SAILED.
Aug. 2. Sell Hen. Mead. Canuingham Boston.
2d. Sell Ida Morton, Cottrell, Fishing.
Brig Benjamin Carver, Meyer, from Georgetown, S. C.
for Searsport, Me. was passed Aug. f>, 25 miles KSE ol
Frying Ban Shoals, with loss of loretopgallantsail, mainsail and main

j

In the matter of JOSEPH F.
HALL, Bankrupt.
The second general meeting of the creditors of said
Bankrupt, will he held at Belfast, in said District, on the
nineteenth day of October, A. D. InH', at
o’clock 1’. M.
at the office of Peter Timelier.
Esq., one of the Registers
in Bankruptcy in said District, to
at
the
office of the
wit,
Register of Probate, lor tin- purposes named in the
twenty-seventh section of the Bankrupt Act of Marcli
-Jil. isr.r.
JOSEPH WILLI AMSON, Assignee.
Belfast, August 18th,
_’w?

1*0IIT OF BELFAST.

l‘attorson Bangor.
25th. Sells .J. 1*.

/

In the matter of SAMUEL G.
UlURLuW, Bankrupt.
The third general meeting of the creditors of sddBankwill
be
held
at
rupt,
Belfast, in said District, on the nineteenth day of October, A. l>. 1869. at :i
o’clock, P. M. at
the office of Peter Thacher, Esq., one of the
Registers in
Bankruptcy in said District, to wit, at the office of the
Register of Probate, for the purposes named in the
twenty-eighth section ot the Bankrupt Act of March ::d
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON. Assignee.
Belfast, August lsth, 1869.
jw7

-.

■

WE|E0!

District Court of Tin: United i
States. District of Maine.
\ In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of JAMES LANCASTER,
Bankrupt.
'T1HK TIIIKI) GENERAL MEETING of the CredX itors ot said Bankrupt will be held at Belfast, In
said District, on the nineteenth day of October, A.I)., In'.p,
at three o'clock, P. 31., at the office ol Peter Thacher,
Esq., one of the Resistors in Bankruptcy, in said District, to wit: at-the otlice of the Register of Probate, for

In Winterport, l.irth inst. Clar.i M.,
^daughter of
Charles L\ and Laura A. Rich, aged 1 year.
In Northport, Aug. 21, Carrie lvnowlton daughter ot
A. A. and Helen M. Fletcher, aged 6 months.
In Waldo, Aug. sth, Evelyn,daughter of Woodbury
and Hannah L. Davis,aged 10 years and s months, [Rockland papers copy.

Rudolphsen

B. aged seven yours, a child of rare promise.
yard below. He was taken up insensible, but not
used in the White House,
Philadelphia proposes to have one or two steam, seriously injured. The chain had been Indore
which was stolen from her father's house, during
lire yachts, for service in conflagrations near the broken, and mended
I
with a string.
W Farley, of New Castle, Samue] K. Grant's command in that state, lb-tween llutlerand
river, and especially when shipping is on lire or in
n.
The linest team ever seen in our city may now j
i,;;i.
Wiseasset, Henry Farrington, of Grant the precious metals were made very scarce danger.
li>1 h>r.>: Arnold lllaney. of Bristol, ami in that region.
In Poston an apothecary's clerk killed Thomas l>e daily and nightly beheld, engaged in the sale of j
1
At night the Haring of;
Near Austin. Texas, i- said to lie a large and Norton—gave him laudanum instead of tincture of Flagg's Instant Relief.
id*jo S. Weeks, of Jefferson, were apthrifty mustang grape vine which has so far forgot- rhubarb. In Ucd Hook. Iowa, another unfledged torches, the dulcet strains of music, and the peri! a < ountv Committee, whose term of t< ii it It as t<> 1m a! t 1h:
present time grow inn a crop
suasive tongue of eloquence combine to draw attenof acorns in addition to the usual supply of grapes. druggist, took oil Mrs. Schrader and her mother
iee will eoninienee .Inn. 1st, lsTl'l.
tion to the wonderful compound.
with belladonna, given by mistake.
The grave of a lady in the Cleveland cemetery
W Farley. from tin* committee appointThe workmen on the railroad bridge abutments
return
to
On
Seward’s
San
FranEx-Soerelary
wa
to
(bund
have been robbed of Hie body.
cisco from Alaska he is to hi* presented with a cam*, at Hit* Point last week discovered a large tish.sixor
report resolutions, expressive of the
Then- are thirteen women in jail in Portland.
valued at si,non, by the Society of California Pion- eight feet
lir.ll -rli.-e of til** convent ioll. submitted
long, moving about the work, apparently
eers.
The head of the cane is composed of41 trian!
The drought is so .were in Pennsylvania that the
an inspection.
A harpoon was sent for,
lull.iwiiiir series, w hirl; weiv unanimnusgler pieces of goldboaring quart/, from the leading making
river is drying up, and Philadelphia is mines of California, set in gold.
but when it arrived, lie had gone. Probably a
Schuylkill
we
are
ulupt.-vl. For want of spare
alarmed about its supply of water.
A Gorman lady in Chicago ha- a pearl so higthat sturgeon.
r'I t" unit the Sih aml'Jth, whieh -tron.e-There is ,i young lad} in Harris county, Georgia, she can’t sc 1 it. [lh>ston Post.
Accii»knt. On Thursday afternoon, a son, aged
-iniorsr the nomination of hen. Frniklin who has ploughed, sowed and cultivated, without
Is it tin* pearl of great price?
H, of .1. (^. A. Davidson, threw his pitchfork to the
v e in r.-s of cotton and has a
I
i
help.
for
crop
nominee
(iovernor.
nearly ready
initli, the l>rct'i'rralie
Prince Arthur is only P.) and very good looking. ground before jumping from a load of hay. The
to harvest,
she was wealthv before the war.
i11utrliin <*s.
nination- of M
el t!ir ::
He is to take a run over Camilla, and has brought handle stuck in tin-ground, and the boy fell directly
There is suspicion that the great express robbery,
hI 1 iylor.
his lish-lines with him.
M11!Ii: oi
upon the tines, which penetrated hi> abdomen. It
notice ! hi-t week, was done by the expressman
is thought he will recover, although the wounds
-oi \
i..
flint lie- I>. m *< r.o \
of Lincoln: himself, aided by the mail agent and
The Democrats of Penobscot County, at their
masbaggage
are very severe.
re.
tirni in the ou\ i< ti..n, that the present 1
Convention on Tuesday, nominated for Senators,
ter.
.«11• iiti<ui •! tie country ean only he imi*i
The Democrats of Islesboro have nominated
Levi P*. Patten. S. 1). Jennings and Asa W. Smith;
i\• -d» l»y a ,-predy return to those fundamental
A', a County ( invention of the
supporters of the
nirhdi.-timrui-h lYe« government-from 1 i i' hborn pari} for Kennebec countv. held at Watcr- for County Treasurer, Timothy P. Baehelder; for (’apt. Calvin W. Sherman, of that town, as candiin*?}
date for representative to tlie Legislature for the
tlji- an«l that tin Vnn-ri.-au people rail enjoy
mi the :Mih, lion. Kli French, V. K. Webb and
\ille
County Commissioner, James Garland.
l*ev. i»corgi* \V.
1 M-riuaneUf pro-pi-ritv, until all the State-, are
w ere nominated for Senclass composed of Islesboro, Xorthport and Lin(^uimhv
I.
S.
Kalloch.
of
while
on
a
recent
Kansas,
ini
t
j
lit!'
Esq.,
ivpn—rntatioii
ongre-s, and the ad- ators. and Hon. K/.ra Kemp-on for ('ountv Attorvisit to Watervillc purchased a .Jersey cow of con- eolnville. He is a popular man, and our friends
-na'ioii of tit- In Ural (fovernmunt i- nm- ney.
ductor Harrell lor S-J-JJ. [Watervillc Mail.
say lie will be elected.
eeonoinieally. ami under a linaneial policy,
A Moating horror was that found at sea by the
h .-hall ■•niter hem-tit- ami impose hardensup
It is to 1m* hoped that her moral character is good.
There was an invasion of I nited States marshals
steamer Port an Prince. She fell in w ith sclir.
::!'"iiiiil- of justice ami equality.
Alary
and revenue detectives into our quiet city on MonThe
town
of
SUOO
Grower
has
voted
to
the
>i.\ i:i». That the issm- of vital iunjoitam
pay
to Mane (of NTova Scotia), from St. Domingo City for
Everybody is wondering where the lightuntr>. i-that of rc-torini? til.- true relations Pe*-ton. in distress, the captain and two of the men expenses of a survey o! the railroad route to Bucks- day.
h -hoiihl r\i-t h«*tw •■• n labor am! capital.
In
is to strike. What man and brother has negning
port.
dead,
and
the
remainder
of
Ihe
crew, two in iimiithe national a«U am-mm ill in population |
i- ilected his duty?
Good Templar, who writes to us from Winterw.-alth. was attrihutahle. mainly, to the joint s her. siek with yellow fever, the helm lashed and
The (iood Templars of the County held a meet>f labor ami eapital aeiing harmoniously to’he vessel drifting about: took her in tow and port. i> informed that the case alluded to is quite
m-ithn having any ad vantage over the
at Freedom last Saturday, which was largely
ing
her
to
The
our
skill.
Brother
over
sick
men
were
in
a
Balkum.
brought
Perhaps
port.
dy- beyond
o\
m- of legi-Imion: hut now, umler a |
ni
attended. Dr. Hillings had his war paint on, and
•»!' r-.urrr-'ional rnaetuirnt.-, calculated. if ing condition, and were unable to throw overboard at Lewiston, could attend to it successfully.
is after Chamberlain's scalp. Hrother Hoyle, <*'
designed. to favor eapital at the expense of la- the bodies ol their comrades, which wen1 found on
in'- laboringela--e- ami small property holdeithis citv, declared himself for Iliehborn. There is
the deck in a state of putrefaction.
111u a- eoMsuiners, their proportion of all
;
LOCAL ITEMS, &c.
fun ahead, sure.
!• -\ i«*«i by the Federal < Government, as well
Alls. John s’. Jones of Stratford N. H., brought
r proportion of Slate, ('ounty ami
A copious rain on Friday of last week wet the
munieipal I lire from Durham <».'» years ago and for over hi years
while a large portion of tin neeuinulated j that lire was not permitted to go out. rnfortiimateiii.m ii.niNc; of Tin-: TLutist riiriicu. Tins
parched earth beautifully, washed the dust oil'the
Pti i•! the roiintry, i- almost entirely exempted
nboul
two
this
tire
‘A
went
out
I?:i
>1
and
had
to
years
ago
ist
(if
This
lms
resolved to renovate
i
1
Society
city
foliage, tilled up the wells and cisterns, and made
law. from any taxation whatever.
be kindled from lire borrowed at a
Sueli a -y
neighbor's.
its church edifice, in order to make it more in keepmi
i- !mi mou-trous to If iiiiii-li longer .-ubmitted
everybody
jolly.
Tin* Tamp Meeting at Martha's
aiidw. rn-ommend to the p.-oph ol Maim-, and
Vineyard is im- ing with the advanced condition of its affairs and
The horse of Lemuel It. l’almer ran away on
o: tie- whol. roiintry. to
upport no ramlidat*-. for m« iix- 111 i > year. Marl ha lias not yet come into the the growth of the city. The present building was
broke the carriage, and threw out the
important hd-rai or state ottire. unle-s he put.- fold herself.
creeled in 1N3I, when the leading men of the church Tuesday,
!
*
If -qiiarrlv upon tin primiple of equalitv in
three lady occupants. Xo one w^is seriously hurt.
An eil .rt is
1; X at ion.
making to have a light liouse on were Deacons James MeC.Tillis, Koberl Coombs,
The wind yesterday was very busy with the
Ivoek. at the month of the Maehias River. (icorgel*. Day and I’hilip (iilkey. It was no small
Ill •>* >1 \ ! !1. 1 1.in tin* opinion of this miiv« it ion A\*
c uisr of
It was a time for men to hold
*111<(u;tJ taxation is :i
\’< w whiskey regulations are announced
at that day, but the aceommodatious dust in the streets.
many ol tin*
undertaking
from
now
testing Upon tin* country
d amington.
leu o'clock instead of eleven, por- :»v entirely mudeigintr to the wants of the Society on to their hats, and lady pedestrians to wear their
ni
I In- laws of flu: f nitod States, more than t\v <
best tilting stockings.
at this time.
111• I millions of its
It.mils, an* exempt from
m- and muiiicip.a
taxation, thereby creating a
The
will
he
raised
to
allow
a
building
sutlieiently
The Prog. Age announces that Joseph JlcFar.'2my >:i\v mills in the eastern part of the State
lege. 1 order and throwing upon the businc's, ha\« heen
compelled p» suspend operations for hasenient of eleven feet eight inches in height, with land is its candidate for County Treasurer—perhaps
tiltural and working ela^e- an undue propoi- want, of
water.
floor
dimensions of 10 by 41—also a pastor's roo111 the
of the hurd« ns of government.
Subjected b\
disappointed individual who found that everyHie Portland Advertiser and Lewiston Journal and small
federal government to the average rate of taxbetween
vestry, each 10 feet square,
he aspired to was ‘-not for Joseph."
thing
liorne by other property, those Bonds would are having a >mart skirmish over the merits of Fes- these small rooms will he the
entry to the lecture
'fhe Atlantic, Harper's, Overland, and Putnam's
aiributo fifty million', of dollars, annually, to the seiulen, which will
s;plain the point of the follow- room by a gloss door G feet wide.
led treasury, and we invoke tin- puhfie attenMonthlies have been put into Washburn’s Circulatto the f:.. t, ilial th-' lb-publican
A front projection. 1(1 by 20 feet, will he built for
party neglects ing—
*
ing Library.
\'*reise the power. w hi: h it clearly possesses,
Mick. We believe in muck. [Lewiston .Jour- ; the mam entrance, from the right and left of which
mi posing Mich a tax.
-Mr. Ilall has made a luscious picture of a plate of
nal.
stairs w III lead to the auditorium above. [Tpon this
si ,i.\ i:t >. That
We don't. [Advertiser.
it is tin dul\ of the goverilCalifornia peaches. It hangs in llodge’s saloon.
projection will rest tile spire, lot) feet, high, surin good faith, to abide by tie- terms of all its
Amo> Skecter. a well-known resident ofthiseitv, mounted
The Hichboru men hold a County Convention in
a cross.
Within this projection, on a
itraels, and that tin- principal of all debts, due
by
anti a tine
was instantly killed at the Trethis city next Saturday.
■wing by the f ii'ted Mate', having been de- niont House,singer,
level with the auditorium, will he a recess for tin
last night, by a stranger, who heeame
1 1»\ tie aet of < ongress of February twentvand singing gallery. There will lie also a
The brig It. S. Hassell has arrived at Baltimore,
uiiteen hundred and sixty-two. to he payable I anury at hi> attentions, lie leaves a largo familv. organ
Post.
rear projection, 0 by 111 feet, for a speaking platwith the loss of two more men bv fever.
eiirreii.-y which was made a legal tender by [Chicago
We know his relatives. They all have great in- form.
act. it will confer unjust advantages
upon
nes lenders, and
impose oppressive burdens up- dustry and wonderful p< nctration, which i.-» gen*
The auditorium will contain 72 pews, and have
A great many people have asked us of late, "1 lowtie people, to pay any bonds of the (dinted
deve loped at an early age. They are
e.
in nold, except >ueli as are bv their terms '■rally
good three aisles, a main one through the centre, and two do you keep your horses looking so sleek and
eh mi payable.
at the sales. The windows will all he of stained glossy Y" \\ e tell them, it’s the easiest thing in tinTemplars, and abhor the bar.
world; give “Sheridan's Cavalry Condition Pow1 i .'s' u.\
l». That we invitethe thought fill consider-;
1 he republicans ol Knox
glass,
except the large front one, which will he of ders" two or three times a week’.
County have nominated
'•.i
of the people of Lincoln County, with whom
fleck
The
whole
lie
for Senators S.
will
elegant
glass.
Webster and(i. W. Kimball,
building
A gentleman in the eastern part of the State, who
building and freighting have heretofore been
heated by furnaces. The front of the building will was about
rite Democracy of Knox will knock 'em.
"till pm mil', to the fact, that the sea board dr.
having his leg amputated ou account of
Maine languishes, and daily grows poorer, bc•Mi'' Louisa W. Minor of Lowell is under slOOn be handsomely finished in block work. The whole its being bent at right angles and still'at the knee,
of vexatious taxation, and the refusal of the bonds lor
heard
of-Johuson’s Anodyne Liniment.” Alter usj
putting arsenic in Dr. L. W. Jenncss's work will occupy about ten weeks, and cost about
tibli. in Administration to allow the Niuthern I
it a short time, his leg became straight, and is
apple
F. 1>. Kastman drew the plans, and will be ing
pies.
tjiGOOb.
now as serviceable as the other.
pie the right of self government, which would
master workman.
All the railroads and steamboats
them to increase their exports, and thereby
running to PortAlmost every day we hear many persons com.m
demand for \orthern tonnage,
land will take passengers to the New
Kngland AgThere was quite a large attendance at the Fair plaining of headache, loss of appetite, and that they
lit sui.vKh, That the persistent
of
the
are
ricultural
not lit to do
Fair
for
Ac. Many is the day that
neglect
half price, except the Poston and (■rounds on
•iibii. :m party, to remedy the ills to which the
Saturday last to witness the trot for a we have felt so anything,
ourselves, and in fact have gone to
Portland line.
1
of
of
the
American people are now subpurse
body
$200, between the stallions Harry Harford bed and imagined ourselves sick, but for tin- life of
•i. while by means of government contracts,
1 he llirliborn men of Sagadahoc
County have and A oung Buchanan, the lirst named being owned us could not tell what was the matter. One day
taritls and special legislation, a favored class is
while thus complaining, a friend said to us, “Why
made tlio following nominations—For Sonalor. I!. by Harrison
Ilayford, of this city, and the latter by don’t
i“d, and afterwards sustained and pampered by
you try Plantation ISitthks ? they are realF.
for
David
it
I,.
Tollman,
of
from
Samuel
by
County Commissioner,
Lincolnville. Mr. Harford’s ly a good thing and will make you feel like a new
taxation, indicates a purpose
Cross,
y relieving
die part o| the powers that be, to
for
horse won the race, gaining the lirst. second and man.” Upon his recommendation we purchased a
eluiuge the Farnliaw;
County Treasurer, Joint C. 1‘ipor.
i*
of the govi rnment and convert it. into a
to the directions.
The 1 tangor Whig learns that a “Democratic fourth heats, Mr. Cross’ horse winning the third, bottle, and took them according
'""•d oligarchy, the meanest midmost
rapacious
They seemed togo right to the spot, and gave us iml'inie:
2
:.il
3:17
2
:50
all aristocracies.
2:
hi.
1-2;
The
time
ot the
3-1;
whiskey ring" in Cincinnati is to Is' arrested. Promediate relief. Ever since we have taken every opsecond heat would have been considerably less had portunity to recommend them.
**i.\ in. That we are
opposed to all schemes bably its only a migration of la w Parker's Maine
not
Mr. Cross pulled up his horse at the end of the
iimptuary legislation, which shall impair the Legislature with four inches of raw
whiskey in ’em
*t property, or
infringe upon tin* liherlies of
lirst half mile, thus giving up the heat without a
tc e 11
11.
There has been a fatal difficulty in the
Logan
SPECIAL NOTICES.
family, tlen. Logan's mother keens tavern at contest. Between the heats of this trot another
Murphy shorn', III., and his brother Thomas lives trial of speed took place between a marc called the
there, lint now his brother-in-law. a Mr. Itlanand
Flying Arrow, owned by Moses Morse, of Belmont,
I In K. oktik (.Iowa) Constitution
tells how cliard, has shot Thomas, and nobody knows why.
and a mare owned by M. W. Frost, of this
ill oll'ering a homily of live cents for the
city. On the principal Wharf in the harbor, at reasonable
of the eclipse, the JSelfast Age attributes The former won
Inquire of
easily in three straight heats. Time terms.
tll> of e\ cry blackbird killed was heaten hv it Speaking
W. II. SI.HF&Oir.
1311
to the “moon's shadow, passing across the sun's
3:00 ; 3:(l| 1-2; 3:03.
'i
opposing HK'inhcr. He informed the
disc!"
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THE WEED

nMt Court of Bankruptcy, fW (he
Cou.ity of.
Waldo, will be held at the office of the Register of i
Probate in Belfast, on Tuesday, October 19 l^O'* at •;
PETER THACHER. Register
o’clock, P. M.
j
Belfast, August 20, 18G9.
tp

on

gassawakeags of Belfast was played at Bangor, Aug.
19th, and won by the Belfast club—seore 52 to 40.
The second game of the series will be played in this
a
hovel
on
the
blueberry
inhabiting
city on Friday, Aug 27, on the grounds of the Belfast club. An exciting and interesting game is exfrom
Portland
to walk backward

fool is going
to Boston. 110 miles, ins
A

Spknck,

If your

WEED! WEED!

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.

POIV-

druggist hasn’t the Powders, send a
description cfyour disease to Prof, Payton

IVEIts.
brief

IEGAT1VE

to

recent

An ancient vagabond of sixty eloped front "the
Portsmouth Almshouse with a girl of lb. They
were

UD

POSITIVE

BANKRUPTCY NOTICES.

DIED.

the Directors by the enginBy
report
eer of the Belfast A: M. II. Railroad, it i> shown
that of the 565,000 yards of excavation and tilling
on the whole road, 33^,(KM) yards have been completed, or nineteen miles and seven-tenths brought
a

IE IIE.VLEI)
«f whatsoever JUisease jc have
|jy
the GREAT Spiritual UEMEUV, Ti lls. SPEICE'S

BE

are

Bangor has begun to receive date over the PiscatHenrietta York, the girl convicted of concealing
aquis railroad.
the birth of her child, has been pardoned by (Joy.
The whale towed into Portland had a very an<
hamberlain, after long discussion and deliberation.
wood & Co.

Si-rivl :ll’i

LINCOLN COUNTY CONVENTION.

Il

from Cuin-villc.

a

trees.

on

/

li-di, from

The above is going the rounds of th(k press.
wonder what kind of sea fowl they are that alight

!o:\ i:v~ u.o:. < 'll ainn:in.
N 1

craw

oil'Mount Deser: is literally taken po—
sea fowl.
The rocks and ground are
covered with them and the trees fairly bend under
their weight.

1

iiiljnimi.

!li mm

nn

One inland
-e»i m of I»\

M;iinl:inl.

M tin'

\ "I mI in

hei- of minnows and
niche- in length.
n

deal more

a

|

■

—

who go

something
good
exciting than pond
The weather was intensely hot in New York last water, which will eventually trip them up. \\'e
think ourselves that those fellows should he looked
i week. There were many deaths from sunstroke.
after. They are all Chamberlain men, and like
In the same house in Carroll county, Ga.. the
other day. were born three pairs ol' twins, two of Ensign Stebtyns, arc '‘in favor of the liquor law.
hut agin its execution." If they do any thing
the mothers being the daughters of the other.
bad out there, however, we think it will be
At the fat men's clambake, in Rhode Island, 110 eery
owing, as the Age says, “to the depravity of the
were present, all weighing over 225 pounds.
The
human heart,” rather than to extensive travel in
President brings the scales down to 35S. The clams
Bourbon County. The Democracy, who frequent
suffered accordingly.
the retired and classic shores of (Juantebacook, are
the
tine of
most fashionable young ladies at liable to no such
imputation. They practice a raMilitant wears a hat which cost only ten cents and
tional and temperate use of all the bounties of the
which sin1 trimmed herself.
Creator, "and not a man afraid.” These wise men
At Front Royal, Va., two negroes who committed
have long been pervaded by the light which has so
an outrage on a white girl, were taken from jail at
recently found its way into the columns of the Age
at night and quietly hung.
Nobody seems disposed that “the beneficial use of stimulants as a medicine
to make any fuss about it. as the colored individuals
to recuperate atid repair the system,” are very

ileelarod nominated.
M »• are compelled to record the fact that Mr.
! -allot for a candidate for County Treas- ;
1
are past reconstfuetion.
suited in the mianimou- nomination of Hichborn lias lost one of his newspaper supporters.
Tie* Dexter Gazette, that started out with a great
The Boston Post says: "So many bouquets were
W. Berry, ol’ l'oekland.
■:
h*al of zeal, and grappled fearlessly with the Ban- thrown to Lydia Thompson on her last night, that
<
tlie
made
on
Uesolution*
the
mimittcc
Tinacting was done on rose leaves—and in tig
gui Whig, has experienced a change of heart. The leaves.”
downin' report. which was adopt' d :
concern has been sold to Gullison A Robbins, who
|
Tin- Huston broker who ‘'gently turned" the
have taken down the name of the temperance nomTii.it111 I'lenioerar} of Knox ( "im10 .hi \ ro.
lawyer's nose between hi- lingers has been sent to
-i.iui^r i|u- nrim iples enunciated in tin* inee uni hoisted that of Chamberlain. The new
i,.
irt il\
tor two month*. He'll find it a eool retreat in
m
tin- L)emo<Tit i. State < 'OliV.aiti -li. alld conductors say—-' Cndcr the present circumstances, jail
thi' seoivhimr weather.
amiiiiate plaeed ii[miu them we
no
the
jiU .1 •.,. them alei lie
regard
Republican party, though by
|
air
.iidiai mppoit.
A joking teamster in New York put a woman’s
means perfect, as the nearest to our standard."
l'lmt liie jjJaim >t primiples of eom- |
i..
10 ,«*i \
sun-bonnet on his horse’s head to protect the animal
We think thc>c arc aboui the sentiments <*f Mr.
|
of
;11 .11
property
ill'll.** til 111: II.I that all ela
from the sun and conciliate Mr. Bergh.
Ili. hborn himself, who aimed to make it perfect
i, ,,i |.| In ,ii ili.-ii- fair ami equal share of the burdens
I
Prince Arthur, of the English royal family, haia\ati«in. amI We deinninee the action of the and clear
up to the standard. The Ilichborn men
t;
ii.-al part;, in e.vmptin.ira laigeela>> of prop'-rty |
arm ed at Halifax.
can see what the greenback argument is doing t<>
?
ii>.
a**
not
and
in-i»
in ih.i'r
unjust j
only partial
lien Butler says that his brother's estate has nothIf, hut ;il-" iuiuiieal to anti destructive of the 1 deprive rfW-m of -upport.
11ei■ st< •.! tie laboriiitT all«l industrious r]asse> of
ing to divide. What has become of the millions
A former employ»• of the Ki ie Iiailroad has eontin eountry.
that Pen*- New Orleans administration put into his
that in tin re. ni leftions in Trn- ti-'-fl that h< *•:»ii1 (in terrible Carr’s Pock dis10 *-tti.\'i i>
purse?
and \ iririnia \\'» **• ■«• in* 1 i< alimm of the speedy asfm where ><> mail} passenger-; were burned to
Wednesday the schooner t Ongress, of Gloucester,
iliiiiht. and we eonirratulan the peoiiinph
He
turned
a
rail
from
(lie
track—not
from
of a complelt annihilation of jil'-alli.
picked up a dead finback whale oil' Capo Elizabeth,
.at tie- pni'.peei
;
I
see
luii
lo
what
would
ami on Thursday the whale was towed inside the
happen.
..Ji. .11 i'm at no -ISi ml day. and a return to the spile,
breakwater in Portland harbor, it is about bo feet,
ol' integrity, inoralit) and •rood < io\ern,,:.i. 11»(.
a recent shower at Keokuk. Iowa, a numDuring
mid' r whi'h our fathers seeured our proud ber of living (.‘features were seen to fall with (he long and will yield thirty or forty barrels of oil.
.l ion;- the u: lion*. of the earth.
mmii
! rain, and after Ihe shower wm over several gentleThe Prog. Age has a correspondent who dates
-!.\ t o. That we reeonimend to the voter*, of man went out and found upon the ground a large
10
lie's an Abel writer.
Mr. Duntoii

A poet in tin: Prog. Age warns certain parties
a tishing at Pitcher's Pond that
they drink

are

public

New.York street ears—il‘ the Sun

SO

to

brokon,
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Co-Partnorship

Notice.

Is undersigned having this day formed a co-partner
A. ship, under the name and style of SLKKl'KK &
HUTCHINSON, fur the purpose of manufacturing Vests,
over S. |81eeper it Son’s store, take this method of informing the Vest makers of liellast, and surrounding
towns, that they are now ready to furnish all who will

rilll

favor them with a call. I’lease cal! and see us, as we
.1. I.. SLKK.I’KK,
shall alwavs fry to please,
J\v5
K, IS. HUTCHINSON.

live while lie could. And Smith, (he simple p-iilo the chest, lor in -pite of Julia’? weight 11 remained until this liuly here requested me
country lad, only seventeen years old, the the lid was lifted, and then as the instinct of to come ami take charge of the early educa-

OLD MUSIC.

DUNKLEE’S

hero without a peer on all Fame’s mighty self presen ation overcame my terror, 1 sprung tion of her little sou.”
“Were you really married to this chef do
scroll, took his seat on his rough box—and to her assistance. Whom or what had we
was shot!
caught? Imagine yourself holding down the bataillon?” asked the emperor; “or was it
We might dwell l'or hours on the incidents lid of a showman’s-box, with a boa-constriet- only one of those arrangements that your
connected with the most frightful butchery of or writhing beneath ; or keeping a cage-top position compelled you to accept?”
“1 have my marriage-contract, sire.”
ancient or modern ages, lint why go on? in its place Iry your weight alone, with a hyAnd over \\v lu ar thorn soft and low.
“Be so good as to let me see it.”
'1'he murder was done.
The Confederate ena struggling to tear his way out and dethoir
music >wvot,
Harping:
She went to her chamber for the document,
(iovernment talked of demanding the mur- vour you. But we are not long in suspense.
-mgs that wo loved in the long ago,
derer McNeil. Then a “memorial” was gotten Horrid execrations, half-German, half-En- and placed it in the emperor’s hand, saying:
Kippling tlo-ir li<|iiid ohh and Mow.
“You will sec, sire, that my son was born
I >l ift in”- thoir cadence t<> and fro.
up, and signed by two thousand Missourians, glish, chilled our very hearts, and we knew
Like the fall of fairy foot.
recommending the accursed old monster on that there in the midnight only’the, lid of an of a legitimate union,”
After having glanced over the paper, Naaccount of his Palmyra massacre to the spec- old chest was between ourselves and Halts
sinir fare- *111' heart w ill over hold,
ial favor of Abe Lincoln. And he was pro- Schmidt! At times it started up, and once, poleon returned if to the interesting young
on
-milo> wo may remember yet.
or twice his lingers were caught in the openwidow, exclaiming, with unfeigned satisfacmoted to a Brigadier Generalship.
i ! re wore Mowing locks like the sunset’s "old.
The green sod of the Palmyra Fair Grounds ing. Then finding our combined weight too tion :
i ere w ere parted lips of ( lipid’s mold,
“I’ardieu! this is a happy rencontre.”
\i d i!;*• 'Oii"s they sang can ne’er grow old.
long since drank up the lite-blood ot the ten much for his strength, it would become eviI ni- our hearts can ne’er forgot.
lie. ordered Bertrand to note down the
innocent heroic hearts. The melancholy elms dent that he was endeavoring to force out an
But he could not work to name of the mother and her son. Il had
wave their dark boughs peacefully over the end of the chest.
Vi. woll-a-day! "lis a story past.
The last time advantage.
scene of the terrible tragedy.
Cramped within such limits, ceased raining for some time when Napoleon
W hich 1 may not tell again,
said to the lady:
we saw the place the plow had turned up a his giant power of muscle was not wholly
IV. as a happiness too sweet to last:
Is the result of thirty years’ practical experience in ;
“Eh bion, madame, in order that the recol- the Furnace business,
t la- heavy clods on her grave are east.
ami not only combines in one Furpart of the historic grounds, anil the green available; he could neither kick nor strike
to
unace
be
all valuable and well tried principles, but steps in j
lection
of
this
And her voice is still, and above her, fast
corn glittered in the sunlight where once the with full force,
and hence his chief hope
agreeable
day may
advance with new plans,following strictly by natural
1 dL the Winter rain.
of
twelve
hundred
1
murderer's musket gleamed. All traces of the rested upon his ability to directly lift us lid botli, give you :v*pcusion
laws, however simple they may be. Vi/ :
fearful crime had faded from the spot, and and all. Even then in the absolute terror francs, revertible to your son.”
liy exposing a very large surface directly to a small
amount
of fuel.
and
continWe then mounted our horses
THE UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY.”
everything was quiet, serene and beautiful, that might have been supposed to possess
By making a large amount ot atmospheric air impinge
as of yore.
But until the heavens arc rolled her, a queer feeling of exultation sprang up ued our march. That night, before Napo- directly
upon this large surface, so as at once to take tin
STE DM AN.
BY V. <
leon retired, lie signed the decree for the pon- heat to the rooms to be warmed.
away as a scroll, and the great Archangel in Julia’s heart.
By taking advantage of comparative xpansion and
“I was right, Mary,” she cried.
sounds the knell of Time, the Blood Spots of
“They sion of the widow of Aboukir.
construction ot metals in the combination oi ils part-.,
Could we hut know
so as to prevent t he escape ot
the Palmyra massacre will stand out dec]), won’t think mo a fool now, will they? I
gas.
i‘in' l:in«l that rinIs *»ur dark. uncertain travel.
Iia\v Makers snon.n not ue Law IIrkak- 1 By preserving tire day and night, by the. modern modi
dark and ineffaceable upon the record of Earth’s shan't ho ashamed to see Ilarry Irving!”
of mount ing doors and regulators.
\\ mv lit- i||i>-(* happier hills and meadows low—
a
direst horrors! Its frightful memories ran
“l’oor Julia! under the circumstances the eks. The Coneon] Patriot relates
good By rejecting all lire-brick, and non-conductors, subsli- !
All. if l>- \.aid ili<* spirit's inmost cavil,
\ii<-ht of ihat country could we surely know.
never, should never die ! (ieneration after idea was really ludicrous, lmt nature will story of the hypoerisv of radical members ol luting a very heavy lire pot, ',' 1-',' inches thick at the
j points of combustion, thus saving the heat liltlu ro abWho would not go?
generation should repeal the story ; mothers everywhere assert herself, and Julia hated a the Now
by brick, and as melted coal will not adhere to
Legislature, ami the re- j sorbed
And the coward. Thump! thump! thump! Lid and
should tell it to their children.
iron, it can never clinker nor requite new lining.
it
rum.
tmk('
m
after
a
search
By easy manner and convenience in tending Furnace. |
says
they got
names of Butcher McNeil and all the signers side and
Might we hut hear
ent^ alternately felt the cramped hut
By additiod of eight radiators upright around the blaze,
The hovering angel's high imagined chorus.
the sitting of the Legislature a comof his “black memorial"’ should be inscribed powerful blows. Then came the lift! the
During
» n
at
li l»« t hin > with wakeful eyes and clear.
in letters of llame upon the gates of lit II, and steady, straining, desperate lift; and Julia mittee of that sage body visited the town of
hie railient vista of the realm Indore li
Square Foot
damned with their owners to everlasting in- cheered me when the cover shook and rose, II-, from whose highways and by-ways a
\\ till
in
apt moment given ns to see and hear.
cloud of dust, liner and thiekerthan the clouds inorr healing surface than any furnace o(' the same si/e
A
w ho would fear?
famy. hatred and execration ! [The Glasgow and trembled.
nan give without them.
“He can’t get out Mary! We are safe : on- of lice that the prophet brought upon aecurs- j By placing the vapor pan niiere it *Iiotil«l Im*.
(Mo.) Journal.
o ll»«*
"Were we quite sure
ratu«, to re.-, tore humidlicaling
keep your full weight on the lid ; and don’t od Egypt, will arise at the least provocation! utnn
ly
To liml tli« peerless friend who left us lonely.
Said 1 i'y. I’ail.'lul of \vat«-r should he <vaporated, where only
he nervous either; it is most morning !" She from a wheel or a foot of the \\ a \ farer.
• h
pints are now.
MY GRANDMOTHER’S STORY.
there hy siine celestial streams as pure.
eouniiittee encompassed the place and viewed j f* is a law ol nature that the higher the temperature,
knew it was not hut one o’clock !
I o n'M/e on eyes that here were love-lit only
liV CKOIICK II. (’OOMEli.
“But one o’clock, eante. How I wished it its incomings and outgoings hut in going’ t ic more water air will and mu-t contain. If Furnace
l I i v.
in mortal coil, were we quite sure.
air be not supplied by proper apparatus, the supply will be
Who would endure !
“Sister Julia,”said my grandmother, “was was live ! And two o’clock came, and three, through the necessary operation of breathing! drawn from any ami all source-. Kvi n Iron tlie lungs ol
no
inconsiderable
our
had
and
we
that
inspired
pot-: those respiring it. ft they happen to he weak so much
hoped
prisoner,
finally very naturally
always very courageous. In onr youth the
this dust seemed the worse lor th lungs.
lion ot “Mother Earth."
It is a well known tact, that the Sirocco winds ol the
FANNY FAY
country was wilder than now, hut it might yielded to a fate which must now appear to
to be of such a character that o\ide of hydro- j Sahara and Arabian deserts, become the balmy air of Ittruly he said other that she was not brought him inevitable. A small aperture at one end
aly,
by passing jver the Mediterranean sea, fta* Im»could
not
in
water,
of the chest where there was a fracture in the gen,
propvulgar parlance
I’.li
tin inger am 1 tin* soup,
up in the woods to lie. seared by an owl. She
ami taking up a proper and healthlul per
< Vi tain mem- iug lieateil.
San! tit\ heart. in sil« iit wonder,
cent, ot humidity.
would traverse tie most unfrequented paths, wood suplied him with air, and hence we erly loosen and wash it down.
A- t 1m- maiden t ri | *j km I along,
Hence we claim this Furnace to be the most powerlul,
could
not hope that he would become weak bers of the committee had a beverage in mind
she
who
It
was
at
wondering
my timidity.
\\ Idle I <•»aiM lull pails ami ponder:
if it was to In' lotmd. would do the as well as the most economical heater at present in exi sir nee, ami will warrant our N o. s< .n to do the work ot
discovered that the dreadful negro in the through suffocation. lie was evidently rest- which,
w eelcr than tin* smile* of May,
business.
of
the
front
the
for
ease,
of
a
dead
They accordingly set to work to any No. eight ot any older pattern ever olh rcd to the
ing
very necessity
111 i:.-lilt-1* Ilian tin* dancing water,
juniper thicket was only a portion
of
nook
and
the
lind
it
in
corner
his
exertions
been
There
had
\\
■-lie un her homeward way,
every
place,
prodigious.
tree; she who demonstrated to her companAs to durability, wc will corne urn or bonds that they
Fanny l ay. the fanner's daughter.
shall last as long as any reasonable man expects any
ions that his arm eon Id not a second time be was a faint streak of morning in the sky, and but with poor success. !
is
of
the-Hotel
a
landlord
man
Furnace
to last.
The
made, to appear like an arm, that his rolling there upon the chest we sat and watched for
And will warrant every one to give perfect satisfaction.
one wild ro.-o adorned her hair.
well known for his red hot Democracy and
to broaden.
the
of
in
the
would
vanish
gleam
investigalight
eyes
4f0'Stove and Furnace work ot all kinds promptly ami
< Hie
upon her bosom glistened.
“Suddenly there was a tremendous struggle bluntness of speech. a- well as for a deep- faithfully executed. *. M. bl llltMA «\ NOS.
< >rnanieiits
tion, and that his fur cap was a squirrel's nest.
(|Ueen might wear.
fimosls
.lio.
.flaiii Ntr<‘et.
She too it was who, when a mad dog was re- beneath us. as if the ruffian had concentrated rooted aversion to all sumptuary legislation.
said I. a- 1 staid and listened;
At my end Learning these facts and suspecting that mine
\ ml He glory of her song.
one evening to be in our door yard, all his energies in a final effort.
ported
A*- 1 he inspiration caught her,
lirst announced that he was only the chop- of the chest there was a crash, and immedi- host might possess a private bollie of an ac- WOOL!
MiM ha\e brought an angel throng
character, one whose sightly exAND Till'. IIKIHIvST HilCi: I'AID FOR I
ping-block ; yet the rest of us had seen him ately the Herman's feet protruded through the comodating
r«* allend the farmer's daughter.
/
wool..
crouch for a spring, and the hair on his back aperture that they had forced in the board. terior, smooth address and great aridity seemfor
ed
him
to
spokesquality
pre-eminently
had a)ipeared to us to stand up in a brindled, So horrible now appeared our position that 1
<i. ye valleys green and fair.
S, S; MERSEY &SON. 78Main St.
there was nothingmas< uline, uttered a scream such as 1 do not think I over man was chosen to do the talking, while the
I >i« 1 ye hear the song she sung von ?
row.
bristling
moral
of
their
rest gave him the
at
other
time
had
to
an > e know how Idol ye are
have
imitate.
presshe
was
support
in
Julia's
any
power
however,
appearance;
Willi that mountain maid among you?
The landlord was accordingly aroused
ence.
simply a sweet, joyous child, with an absence 1 did not know that I was about to scream, so from his lair and he of the
Fairer than the fairy raec,
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Dr, J, C.

and

■ti rt im v..
Leave

IIOSlON tor UK LEAST, MONDAYW KD
NESDAYS and FRIDA VS, at a o’clock I* M
Fare (o ItoNton, ^.'1.50. To l.o»
«-l|.+4 .AO
freight must be accompanied by Steamer’s r
ceipts in duplicate. Kn ight bills must be paid on d.
livery ol Goods.
orders received at No. la Phenix Row. /
OFFICE OK THE WHARF.
\
GKO.
WELLS
iteilast, June
lSfiU.
tils
a<ikn

j

j

Through by

jeiUCJlt

OITY OF

< apt

Ayer

&

MASS.
it,00.

by all Druggists!!! Bellast.

AND

M I '.IK 'J l A NTS

SOLITARY HABITS,

L.

arranged

so

Ill V*

FURNITURE!

OFFICE,
§lr<‘<‘f. Itomton. .lliiwN.

patients

that

never see or

COMMENCEMENT

Attorney & Counsellor at Law,

o

FURNITURE!

FIELD .A MATHEWS

hear each other

No. 11. I ‘H I X I X K< >\V,
BELFAST,

Recollect, the only entrance to his oflice is JUTo. £1, hav

connection with his residence, consequently no
family interruption, so that on no account can any person
hesitate applying at his office.
DU. DIX

j
|

no

Have a Splendid Assortment ot Superior WALK! I
FAKLoit I’d’K\ 1 I l itF
eover.-d with Hair « loth,

boldly averts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except by j Kepps, H£4*., inning Koom furniture, Cottage liuinla r
•
*-oh»s,
piacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure them Furniture, Kxtra Hair .M «t(i.
spring It. 1
.-.rhes, to impose upon patients,) that InBedsteads, Chairs ot all vat iet in-, i :i tact '.lathing in
1*11 YsK
is

ONLY KKOl LAli (iKAIH ATK
Al'V KUT1SINO IN 1IOSTON.

Till*:

tin way of Furniture.
>Ve manutacture mod of our goods, and employ 11.
best ot workmen, which enables us to oiler great indue,
ments to all who want really good Furniture at low prie.
All goods ot our own manuluctuie ait warranted.
At1
sold to go into the country will be paekc-l with car. .mi
Call
and
sec.
Cabinet
Work
mid
turniu.
dispatch.
Ship
of all descriptions done to order. W.uk shop at ttelf..

IAN

SIXTEEN YEARS

engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so well
known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel
Proprietors, &c., that he is much recommended, and par-

ticularly
To

to

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native

quacks,

more

In Poston than in other

numerous

cities,

Foundry.

!>. FI 1,1.1).

C.

ti

It. M AT 11 K Wv

A

large

UEUFAST

1>R. DIX

proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians—
many ot whom consult him in critical cases, because ot
liis acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through
so long experience, practice, and observation.

CITY

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
he not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, lal.se promises,
and pretentions of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little-of the nature- and character of Special
Disease s, and leas to their cure. Some exhibit forged
Diplomas "1 Institutions or Colleges, which never existed
in any part of the world; others exhibit Diplomas ol the
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not only assuming and
advertising in names of those inserted in the diplomas,
hut to further their imposition assume names of other celNeither be deceived
ebrated physicians long since dead.
liv
QUACK NOSTRUM MAK ERS,
through la 1m-certificates and references, and recommendations ol their medicines by the daiil, who Cannot expose
or contradict them; or who, besides, to further their impositions copy from medical books, much that is written
ot the quuhti* s and etl‘< els ol dillcreiit herbs ami plants
and ascribe all the ime to their Pills, lex tracts, Specifies
&<*., most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of its “curing everything,” but now
known to “kill more than is cured,’’ and those not
killed, constitutionally injured for life.

A I >Jd 'I.'Io.N i)| I 1m- I '•«im».-«i -1<»u«
<./ 11,'« ^
>
Itevenue. jiibt ri Oti*. >1, tin*-**- bond an ml 1m
id
to tli< interna! nvenue tux <>t 11VK I’K.lt < k.\ \
railroad bonds, or bonds gi\ »-n by tow ns or cities in .ml
a railroad, or by way of a loan ot credit in a
m:!i«
company.
This consideration j;ives 1’.. Hast City Bonds A (iKI.Al
A I> V A NTAti 10 over t lie bonds ot town and cites w I,
arc subject to this tax, and mak* s them by tar tin i..
desirable investment in tin market.
Nearly fifty thousand dollars ot these bond- were -id
before the decision ot the Commissioner was received
ami investors will lind it lor their advantage t<> -ph.I in
inunciliatvly, as no assurance can be "ivenjih it any thin
more than a limitrd amount will be
disposed ot at tonm
rates.
I l MU. I ii(HIM>! K I.,
10
tl
City l'reasnier.

EXEMPT FROM TAXATION!
1>

SELLING-

IGNORANCE

OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
NOSTRUM-MAR ERS.
Through tin Lnoranee of the Quack Doctor, knowing
no other remedy, he relics upon M i:i:<
i:v, and given it
to all his patit-n 1 s, in Pills, Drops, .tc., so the N >truinto
his
adds
so-called
Extracts,
mnkcr, equally ignorant,
Specific, Antidote, \c., both relying upon its ctfeeD in
few in a hundred, it is trumpeted in various
curing
ways throughout the land; but, alas; nothing Is said of
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse ami
for month- or years, until reare left to linger and suiter
lieved or cured, it pnsssilde, by competent physicians.

OUT !

Now Goods at

No. 5 PHENIX ROW,
Host Ciorman Corsets, 7,r> eta.

Spool Cotton^ 200 yds for‘.lot:;
Prints, l), 10, 12 mill 11 eta per yd

1

iR I ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless
ol the lib-and health ol others, there are those among
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving
mercury to their patients, or that it is contained in their

lar^c and well suicided stock

A

some

nl

1)R.\ GOODS I" I"' dosed nut

that the “usual lei-” may be obtained for
professedly curing, or the dollar,” or fraction id it,”
may tie obtained tortile nostrum. It is thus that mam
uiv deC» ived, also, and spend large amounts tor experiments with quackery.
DR. DiX’S
so

nostrums,

BONDS,

Y

In lure

IS da i I

charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly
confidential, and all may rely on him with the strictest
secrecy and confidence, whatever may he the disease,condition or situation ot any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to al! parts ol the
l liited States,

I Id

nt

ober,

Wholesale

or

iieforo Purchasing C?fili At

ONTo. S. JXTo. O

All letters requiring advice must cont lin one dollar to
insure an answer.
Address- D1:. L. DlX, No. 1 Endicott St. lb don, Mass.
Itoston .Jan. ! iMi’d 1 vr

oi 11: \ l x \n >\v.
(inoil'i soil in*.*;

O .I\. UTION

Small I'nd’ii

:il

tM

!.

Mini

l.l'.ss than ( <»si.

To Females in Delicate Health.

I'oiiln Hi

SMtll
Physician ami Surgeon, No. T I Mil
Si
I'.o- inN, iseonsulle-d daily lor al! ili ;eus
s
incident to tin- female system. 1‘iolapsus l ten or
Fulling ol tin- Womb, Fluor Alims, Suppression, ami
olln-r menstrual derangements, are all treated on new
pathological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a
So invariably certain is this new mode
very lew days.
of treatment, that most obstinate complaints yield under
it, ami the. adlicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in tin
cure ofdiseases ol women than any other physician in

9 ii«l«*!'•»«»I«l

to

>

III'

iiiv

It.

rot 1

..

Billiard Tables
l jl »■: r\j b t

106

HUSTON,

Boarding accommodations tor patients who may wish
stay in Boston a tew days under his treatment.
Dr.’Dow, since IS la, having confined his whole* attention to an ollice practice torthe* cure* ol Private Dise ases

to

Belfast

J>

it, Drafts ami
UmiRlit

ami

in

Savings Bank.

INSTITUTION i* in.w prepared to r.veiw l»
posits in Slims ot One hollar ami nj-w uil-, at tin
Banking Kooin, No. Is Main St. t, F»>rmerl\ Bank ol t oinmeree llooni.1
Interest allowed on depo-.it* ol Five hollars andovei.
Money deposited on or hen.iv tin tir-t du\ ol June
July, Angus;, September <>r Oetoln r, \\ ill In | la. 1 u\
interest ul tin rate ot six per cent., or such oMur rat. ntlit* yvout* will allow, the inteia"t payable oiithetii't
MonA.v ui heci mber, lor each lull month tin aim -bail
hav remained on deposite at that time.
ASA FAl Nt K
I'n -itlelit.
.John II. Quimby, Treas.
-molt
Belfast. May 10 1809.

J

IBomls, BOOTS iINO SIMMS

sold und liiglu'st prici1 laid by

S. A

tin- ■*.»
|i i«■

|’ll I IS
X

the

GOLD, SILVER,

i•

r

For Sale.
hhl. Stewart’s mine ral Booling, especially
J adapted to Hat roots.
I also hold mvselt we ll prepared to move* or raise
buildings to any In ight elesiivd.
1. N. STKWAIM'.
dnios-B*
.I line* la, 1 Stilt.

MASS.

Manufacturer ot r>l I.I.I A Bl> TABI l.S.with
toil •»lrl|» ('iisliioi*.
I«*nt <
lo any now In use, at reduced |*ri» •
QA'All oiilcrs promptly :fttcndcd to.

and Female* Complaints, acknowledges no superior in the
Limited Stale s.
IS', j:.—All le tters must contain one dollar, or they will
not he answere d.
Ollice hours from S a. m. t<» U l*. >1.
ly»
Boston, duly ii5, 1 stilt.

Y

II I *11 fV!

Sudbury Street,

SoinowliMl

HOWES & CO.

of stylo, fur

<>lil

by

the lot

single pair,

or

:11«*

LOW

VERY

in

at

W. T. COLBURN’S.

.>

College.

M N 13.

The Steamship
M I I It III. IT*
w ill leave ltowe’s Whari, Huston,
1. .n
gor every Thursdu) at rj M., touching at
Itenast, Sandy romt, Ituck'-port and V iut.Tpoii. I:
turning will leave W interport ev.i> Mon.lay, at >. 1 A
M., touching ut the abov. ports. Freight ik.i; at rea
sonuble rates.
H. S. I.IIIUM «\ ( O., Iseul*.
«%«►. ii TI.»ih Mlicet.
lt.ti
Belfast, Oct. *46.

PRIVATE MEDICAL
Kmlicott

k.

Boston and Penobscot River

Incident to Married and Single Ladies*
DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial A fleet ions; Eruptions and all diseases ot the
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Dimples on
the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional mid other Weaknesses in youth and the more advanced, at all ages, ot
150111 SEXES, S1NULE OR MARRIED.
Dll.

w n

Monday,

Co.,

SlOt RIOT AND

ing

)N I ).

rP»iK

Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,

is

(

ST1.AMKR ( I TV OF K 1(11 MON 1), huvinj.1 been put in complete order the past winter, will
commence her regular thrice weekly
trips between Port
land and landings on the 1’enobseot Kiv« r and R.av,
Portland
on
leaving
April Uth, it loo’cl.n k
1‘. M., or on the arrival of the ITrain from
xpres
Boston. Leaving Belfast on Monday, \\ dn. day and
Friday mornings at *J o’clock.
Passengers will be ticketed through to Boston and a!
intermediate stations, arriving the same evening.
Returning will leave Portland every Monday, Wedin
day and Friday evening, at 10 o’clock.
The Richmond is one of the strongest and sale t boat-*
ever built, of remarkable speed, clean and eomlortabl'Pu.'.seng'Ts are assured that every paius will be taken
ensure tie ir comfort and
safety.
ti e*
Belfast, April r, lHVj.

X*

I

KKMi M

I

\/ \ Wll.l, BE FORFEITED BY Du. I.. i) 1
"
if failing lo cure in less time thau
/"
any
at her physician, more effectually and permanently, with
less restraint lrom occupation or less exposure to all
with
sale
and
weather,
plea-ant medicines.

■*

Steamer & Railroad
—Ktf.ami.ii—

Analytical Cukjiists,

LOWELh,

SELF-ABUSK

\VI I*

DRESSING,

Prepared by

sale

>01:,

KATA! I I )I N,

while cambric, and yet lasts
long on the hair, giving it, a rich glossy
lustre and a grateful perfume.

or

aim

L'Al’T. 1IENUVS. RICH,

not soil

l

7th, the New and Elegant St

J*. .1 < HINSON, and the Favorite Steamer

thick-

nothing else can he found so desirable.
Containing neither oil nor dve, it does

Practical

Per Week !

< lAMiiiv’ii

ment, it will keep it clean and vigorous,
Its occasional use will prevent the hair
from turning gray or falling oil', and
Free
consequently prevent baldness.
from those deleterious substances which
make some preparations dangerous and
injurious to the hair, the Vigor cau
only benefit hut not harm it. If wanted
merely for a

HAIR

Trips

FUEI(iHTS°KKDUCEI)l

!

soon

Hut such as remain can be saved for
usefulness by'this application. Instead
of fouling the hail with a pasty sedi-

COKASCENSIim,

WORDS

is

(ailing turn chocked, and baldness often, though
not always, cured
by its use. Nothing can restore the
hair where the follicles are destroyed,
or the glands atrophied
and decayed.

WOOL!!]

J.0 High

Three

or

cur'd,

»

Call

agreeable,

Farted

freshness

Twenty-five

|

ARRANGEMENT FOR THE SEASON OF
Two Steamers on the Route!

gray
restor'd
to its original- color
V'lth tin
gloss ami

Hampshire

Collars and

once

-00-

■which

dressing

healthy, and effectual
for preserving the

«

Cray's liiih

Line!

For BOSTON and LOWELL.

restoring Gray Hair to
natural Vitality and Color.

■

CUSII

Independent

For

•'

—

SANFORD’S

Ayer’s

<;

l\ LOMBARD,

Xo. .» < it>

ttl.

SUKGEON DENTIST LOOK!
OVKIS II. II. JOHNSON’S STOKE,
nm:-,i\ iitm, ueif.iht, *»*•**

LOOK!!

OK KICK

I'll. llKUOKSS, IIK,
KOUHIIT Ol T
ltio old customers and the
happy to wait
j>rmrully. Tort It tilled ami restored to their or iniual shape, ’J’eeth with exposed nerves treatedand tilled.
At tilicial teeth ol the liesl (ptulity inserted at rrnsunidih
rates. Cold and Silver I’late taken in c.vehnnjtc. All
work warr.inteil. Teeth extracted without pain il desired.
(i. I’. l.OMBAKl).

K

AVIUM

will hr

My

lluggics
Alter

REFERENCES.
I.1NCOI.N, SI. I*., Itrunswick; .1. It. I.OM
IIAIM), Dentist, Biunswick; A. V. MK1CAI.K, Merejuint, Hnneovick : A. ti. TENNEY, K.ditur Brunswick
Telcyraph; H, II. ( I MMNHIIAM, SI. O., Wiscasset; I
tl'JT
OWEN ST. 0. U’HKIEN. M. 1).. Bristol.
JOHN H.

LOOK!!!

rutin* slwok of

ami Wagons

h»r m I cash.
1 will
that this I- tin host lot oii'iiniap <
that 1 have e\cr built iu HrHast.

this date at reduced prie«

to t

imltlic

llloik. IMIa»i.

hr

cannot bo

^.iv

public

Buggies
My Portland
lor
ami lini-li.
matched

pattern, stylo

Business Wagons
that

will suit anyone. All warrant oil Wotk ami b,rt
stock, and made by MKN, nut HOYS. I bil king
ot making a change in my bustm \-s I
ailvoiti

Belfast June ,2,18€l).
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